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Abstract 
This thesis describes a Finite Difference Time Domain (FD-TD) 
analysis of two and three-element rectangular microstrip patch diversity 
antennas with various element separation distances and novel separation 
methods. The diversity array is first analysed assuming they are isotropic 
antenna elements with no coupling effect, and then realized as real elements 
with coupling effects included, using the full wave FD-TD method. Li mobile 
communication, radio waves experience rapid multipath fading and 
polarization variations within the dynamically changing environment. These 
problems cause intersymbol interference (ISI) and produce an “irreducible” 
noise floor for the communication system. Using diversity reception 
techniques, better reception quality can be achieved. However, the efficiency 
of diversity antennas is affected by strong mutual coupling between elements 
especially when the element separation is small. Jn this research, we use the 
FD-TD method with the Perfectly Matched Layer absorption boundary in 
conjunction with the Scattered Field formulation to obtain received signal at 
the output terminals of the elements of a diversity array. Multiple plane waves 
are modeled with different angles of arrival and phases of arrival. The 
performance of the array and the coupling effect of elements are then analysed 
according to their element- separation distances and topology. These results 
ii 
are then compared with traditional isotropic element antenna array under the 
no coupling assumption. In addition to theoretical comparisons, experiments 
were carried out comparing the performance of a single antenna with the 
performance of diversity array antenna with various separation distances. 
Both theoretical and experimental results show the same trend in diversity 
improvement; that small size and highly efficient diversity antennas array 
consisting of two patches and three patches provided better performance. 
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摘要 
此論文講述使用限定差距時間(^^丨16 Difference Time Domain)分析來硏究二單 
元及三單元的方形帶分集列陣天線(3~6丨8&7 antenna array)，在硏究過程中，分 
析天線之間的距離以及加入一些新穎的設計從而尋找最佳分集表現。在流動通 
信中，電磁設在一個不斷轉變的環境中受到列多徑衰落如^如—)和極化的變動 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
With recent advances in telecommunication, the need for small and 
low profile antennas has greatly increased. Electronic components have 
rapidly reduced in size due to the development of integrated circuits, but the 
antennas for the communication system still remain large compared to the 
systems themselves. The analysis of small antenna is a hotly pursued topic. 
The microstrip patch is one such antenna. Using a microstrip patch in a very 
small system has been a growing trend. To maintain good communication 
quality, analysis of both the proximity coupling effect among the antenna 
system, and the propagation characteristics within a dynamically changing 
environment becomes highly important. The introduction of diversity 
reception techniques brings about an efficient and cheap solution to improve 
performance. 
Diversity antenna uses multiple antennas to obtain better 
communication quality. There are several types of diversity antenna used in 
wireless communication systems: space diversity, polarization diversity, and 
1 
pattem diversity. These three types of diversity are shown in figure (1.1). 
Space diversity implies that the antennas are placed at different positions. 
Polarization diversity means the antennas have different orientations to receive 
the signals with different polarizations. For pattem diversity, antennas with 
different radiation /receiving patterns are used to achieve a better link for users 
in different directions. 
Space diversity antenna Polarization diversity antenna 
甲 甲 甲 . 
(a) (b) 
Pattem diversity antenna 
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Figure 1.1 Examples of diversity antennas: (a) space diversity antenna, (b) Polarization 
diversity antenna, and (c) Pattern diversity antenna 
In this thesis, we concentrate on space diversity antenna in which the 
antenna elements are separated by a very short distance. The target 
application is cordless phone base station. We analyze the performance ofthe 
diversity antennas when they have different element separations. In addition, 
we use some novel structures to reduce the coupling effect among the 
elements. If the element separation is small, the coupling effect between 
2 
elements severely affects the performance of the antenna. This thesis reports 
some approaches used to minimize the coupling effects while still maintaining 
small separation between elements. 
During the research, a full wave analysis technique "Finite difference 
Time Domain (FD-TD)" is used to model the diversity antennas in a real 
situation. The FD-TD method is employed with the Perfectly Matched Layer 
and the Scattered Field formulation. In this model, multiple plane waves 
having different polarizations, directions and phases can be modeled in the 
computation domain, ln other words, multipaths are modeled as in real 
environments. 
Chapter 2 will discuss the background theories about the discretization 
of Maxwell's equations, the formulation of PML boundary conditions, the 
formulation of the pure scattered-field algorithm, and the generation of plane 
wave. Chapter 3 will explore theories about various kinds of microstrip 
antennas and the verification of the FD-TD code by comparing simulations 
and measurements. In chapter 4, the analyses of two-patch and three-patch 
space diversity antenna arrays are given. In addition, this chapter introduces 
some novel designs, which minimize the size of diversity antenna arrays. 
Chapter 5 concludes the research and points to future directions. 
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Chapter 2: Background Theories 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider the formulation of the FD-TD 
electromagnetic field analysis, the algorithm first introduced by Kane Yee in 
1966. The electromagnetic fields as described in a time-dependent Maxwell's 
curl equations are sampled in a leapfrog manner. In addition, the total-field 
and the scattered-field formulation are discussed to consider their importance 
in modeling of incident fields, such as plane waves in the FD-TD problem 
domain. Furthermore, the formulation of the sources and the terminations for 
the system will be presented in this chapter. We will discuss which choices are 
more appropriate for our study. 
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2.2 Maxwell's Equations 
The Finite Difference Time Domain Method is one of the most popular 
numerical methods used to solve the time-dependent Maxwell's equations. 
We first consider a region of space in which there is no electric or magnetic 
source, but there may be some materials that absorb electric or magnetic 
energy. The three dimensional time-dependent Maxwell's equations can be 
expressed in differential forms as follows. 
Maxwell,s equations 
Faraday's Law: 
V x E = - f ^ (2.1) 
Ampere's Circuital Law: 
V x H = J e + $ (2.2) 
dt 
Gauss's Law for Electric Charge: 
V . D = p (2.3) 
Gauss's Law for Magnetic Charge: 
VB = 0 (2.4) 
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Here E is the electric field vector in volts per meter (V/m), D is the electric 
flux density vector in coulombs per square meter (Q/m^\ H is the magnetic 
field vector in amperes per meter (A/m), B is the magnetic flux density vector 
in webers per square meter (W/m), Je is the electric conduction current density 
in amperes per square meter (A/m^), Jm is the equivalent magnetic conduction 
current density in volts per square meter (VW), S is the arbitrary surface with 
the unit normal vector dS, and C is the contour that bounds S with the unit 
path length vector dl. 
If the system is linear, isotropic and nondispersive, meaning that the 
material in the system is field independent, direction-independent, and 
frequency-independent, then we can simply relate the B to H and D to E using 
simple ratio: 
B=yja ( 2 . 5 ) 
D=eE ( 2 . 6 ) 
Here \i is the magnetic permeability in hemys per meter (H/m) and 8 is the 
electric permittivity in farads per meter (F/m). We can define an equivalent 
magnetic current to account for the magnetic loss mechanisms: 
Jm = p'H (2.7) 
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We can also define an equivalent electric current to account for the electric 
loss mechanism: 
Je = GE (2.8) 
Here p' is an equivalent magnetic resistivity in ohms per meter (^2/m) and a is 
the electric conductivity in siemins per meter (S/m). Substituting the 
equations 2.5 - 2.8 into the MaxwelFs curl equations 2.1 and 2.2，we obtain 
the following equations 
^ = _ l v x E - ^ i / (2.9) 
dt jJ. jJi 
^ = L y x H - - E (2.10) 
dt £ £ 
We can now write out the vector components of the curl operator (2.9) 
and (2.10) form the following system of six coupled scalar equations, which 
are equivalent to Maxwell's curl equations in the three-dimensional 
rectangular coordinate system (x, y, z). Those equations have both electric 
and magnetic fields coupled in time and space called the coupled Maxwell's 
curl equations. The time derivative of the magnetic field is a function of the 
space derivative of the electric field. In addition, the spatial vector of the 
electric and magnetic fields are coupled. If we know the variations in space 
and time of one field, we can then derive the other fields accordingly. 
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9H, ^ 1 f9Ey 3E, p , ^ 1 
3t [I [ 3z dy ^ j (2.11) 
9Hy 1 3E, 3E, ,u 1 
f ^ r h f - t p H y } (2.12) 
^ . i . f e _ ^ _ p . H l (2.13) 3t \i 3y 9x 
^ a . & - ^ - a E l (2.14) dt 8 3y 3x X 
^ a . I ^ - ^ - a E l (2.15) 9t 8 3y 9x y 
dE^ 1 f9Hy 3H, ^ 1 , � i A � ~ ^ =—'< aE^ > (2.16) 3t 8 [ 9y 3x 
2.3 Basic Formulation 
We now apply the technique of central differences to the six-coupled 
partial differential equations (2.11) through (2.16). After doing so, the 
discretization of time and space can be defined according to the time stepping 
size and the cell size (Yee cell). Then we need to look at the accuracy of the 
central difference approximation to space and time partial differentiation. 
{j,j,k) = {j^x,j/^yMz) (2.17a) 
F\iJ,k) = F\iAx,jAy,kAz,nAt) (2.17b) 
ar(/ ik) F\i^lj,k)-F\i-^,j,k) 
dt "，训= 2 2 + order{Ax^) (2.17c) 
dx Ax 8 
1 1 n+- n— 
^F^(iJ^k) = F HiJ.k)-F HiJ,k) + •(的 (2.17d) 
dt At 
Where Ax and At are the step sizes in space and time respectively, and the 
error is second order of the time step and space size. Applying these central 
difference approximations into the six-coupled Maxwell's curl equations using 
the leapfrog scheme, we obtain what is commonly known as Yee's algorithm. 
The electric and magnetic field vector components can be configured as a 
cubic cell of the Yee's space lattice. 
(i，j，k) Ez Hy 
1 ^ ^ ¾ 
Uy “ 
y Hz 
n / i ^y^y^ 
Ex^ J 
I |H,y K 
/ ^ ~ ~ ^ y 
X 
Figure 2.1 Position of the E-field and H-field vector components about a cubic unit cell 
of the Yee space lattice. After: Yee, IEEE Trans. Antenna and Propagation, 
vol. 14，1966，pp. 302-307. 
From the above figure, every E component is surrounded by four circulating H 
components, and every H component is surrounded by four circulating E-field 
components. This flow conforms with the linkage of Faraday's law and 
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Ampere's law contours. The advantage of this field arrangement is that the 
centered differences are realized in the calculation of each field component 
automatically. Because there are only six unique field components touching 
the shaded upper eighth of the unit cell in Fig 2.1，this is considered to be a 
unit node with subscript indices i, j, and k corresponding to the node number 
in X, y, and k directions. Once the contours are defined, we can discretize the 
six-coupled Maxwell's curl equations from 2.11 to 2.16, with the central 
difference approximation. Substituting the time and space derivatives at time 
steps n and space lattice point (i, j, k), we obtain 
( p'i jkAt ^ f At ^ f F 1« -j7 1« � 
\-厂''^'^ ^y Uj,k+l/2 ^y '/,M-l/2 
TT in+l/2_ ^^iJ,k j j m-1/2 ^i,j,k Az ^x u,j,k — ;? TT ‘ ^ ^ ''".M 卞 ;v 7^ . F r -F r 
1 I p i,j,k/^t 1 I p iJ,kAt ^z u,j+l/2,k �z�i,j-U2’k 
�¥ ’ M J [ 2^,,., j [ Ay , 
(2.18a) 
,1一叫’叫 ( 色 1 { E, ir+i,2，M -E. lM/2,; , .� 
u i n + l / 2 _ ^^i,j,k H | " - " 2 + �M A X 
) ’ i , j ' k — 1 丨 p ' � ’— • ‘ ' • " ' 1 , P � ’ M Ar . E x i ; : , _ 2 - E . l - M - i / 2 
� 2 " , . ’ , * J [ 2^,., J l ^ J 
(2.18b) 
/ ’ . \ f A \ / \ 
0 i i kAt At ( F r - F r ) 
1 - “ 1’]’紀 ^x�i’j+l/2’k ^x h,j-M2,k H | n + l / 2 _ ^^i,j,k H | « - l / 2 + ^iJ,k Ay 
‘"’k — 1 丨 P.“MAf . z i�’k 1 丨 P 'wAf . E^ y；^,,.^ -E^ lM/2.M 
�2 M . M J 1 ^i，j’k Jl A^  J 
(2.18c) 
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The electric field equations, Ex, Ey, Ez, have a similar form: 
(cr..^Ar^ ( At ^ f H T"2 -N l"+"2 ) 
1 “J’k ^z U,j+l/2,k ^z U,j-l/2,k 
F in+l = ^^ i,J,k . E I" + 8i,j,k . A;y X i’j’k~~ ~ ~f^ • JC i,i,k f j 八戶 jj in+l /2 z r in+1/2 1 I ^iJ,k^^ l^Zj±!^ ^y l',M+l/2 -^y '/,M-l/2 
、 l � , j ’ k ] [ ^^i,j,k ) 1 Az > 
(2.19a) 
r Cr A f ) f At ) f U |"+ l /2 _rr .n+l /2 � 
1 ^ ^ ^x�i，j，k+U2 ^x�i’j’k-V2 9 P F 
厂 in+l — i’j,k 厂 in , i,j,k A z ^y '''M- ""^~~A7 .仏}|'’从卞 ~^~~X 7 • u |"+1/2 _Tj |"+1/2 1 I ^i,j,k^^ 1 I ^i,j,k^^ "z U+l/2,j,k ^z U-l/2,j,k 
�l £ i ’ j ’ k ] [ ^^i,j,k ] 1 Ax J 
(2.19b) 
(o..J^^t\ ( At 1 f H r+"2 —H r"2 ) 
1 i’.'’k ^ j U+U2,j,k ^ y U-l/2,j,k 
厂丨《+1 — ^^iJ,k 厂 in , ^i,j,k Ax 
‘,,7尸；7^^ ' i “'' 1 丨 cy.iiAt . H^ YC!^,, -H^ 丨二，2’1 , + ^ 7 J t 2£, . , J [ Aj > 
(2.19c) 
In equations (2.18) and (2.19), the 土 Vi space indices are assumed and 
not shown in order to simplify the notation, and so that the equations can be 
directly implemented on computer. 
The half time stepping indicates that E and H-fields are alternately 
calculated in order to achieve central differences for the time derivatives. Li 
these equations, the permittivity and the permeability are set to the appropriate 
values, depending on the location of each field component. For the electric 
field component calculation at the dielectric-air interface, the average of the 
four permittivities, such as £i’j’k = (£i’j’k+£i，j-i’k+£i’j’k-i + £i，j-i’k-i)/4, is used. 
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This approximation gives better numerical performance for special geometric 
structures. 
Following the same argument, the conductivity at the interface of two 
different materials must also be averaged. So, the conductivity of the cell at 
the interface site is also expressed as the average of four cells' conductivity as 
Oi, j, k = ( a i , j, k + Oi , j - i ’ k + a i , j, k- i + cJi, j - i , k-i)/4. The validity of this treatment 
was explained in [l][2]. 
Due to the use of central differences in these approximations, the errors 
are second order in both the space and the time domain; i.e., if Ax, Ay, Az, and 
At are proportional to A/, the global error is 0{ Af'). The maximum time step 
that may be used is limited by the stability condition of the finite difference 
equations, 
/ \ - l / 2 1 f 1 1 1 1 At< r + i + ~ r (2.20) v_(Ax2 Ay2 Az'j 
The equation (2.20) is also called Courant's limit. In the equation, Vmax is the 
maximum velocity of the electromagnetic wave in the computation domain. 
Typically, Vmax will be the velocity of light in free space, unless the entire 
domain is filled with dielectric. Experience shows, that for actual 
computations, the At value given by the equality in (2.20) will provide 
accurate results. M most situations, more accurate results can be obtained by 
choosing a smaller value of At. Actually, when the equality holds, the 
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discretized wave most closely approximates the actual wave propagation, and 
the grid dispersion, i.e. phase error, is minimized. 
However, one situation in which the time step must be reduced relative 
to equation (2.20), is when the conductivity of the material is much greater 
than zero. For conducting materials (a > 0), stable calculations require time 
step smaller than the Courant limit. This is usually not a problem, since the 
wave velocity in highly conducting materials is smaller than that in free space. 
2.4 Plane Wave Formulation 
Thus far we have described the discretization of the six-coupled 
Maxwell's curl equations, the satisfying of the stability criteria, and the 
dispersion analysis of Maxwell's vector-field equation when numerical 
approximated in a non-uniform Cartesian FD-TD space lattice. Having done 
so, we may now consider source excitation. The diversity antenna array is 
designed for the reception of incoming plane waves. Here we only deal with 
linearly polarized plane waves impinging on the diversity antenna system. 
In the paper of Yee in 1966 [3], the plane wave stated is very useful in 
modeling radar scattering problems. In problems of this type; where the 
radiating antenna satisfies the far-field approximation, the incident 
illumination can be approximated as a plane wave. 
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There are some essential requirements for the modeling of incident plane 
waves. 
1. The source should permit the numerical analogy of the incident wave 
to enter the computation domain from what appears to be the space 
outside the computation domain. 
2. At each time step, there is no variation of the numerical plane wave 
across the wavefront, since the wavefront is defined to be the plane 
perpendicular to the direction of the propagation vector. 
3. The plane wave source should allow any scattering wave to pass 
through with no disturbance. This means the source is an infinite 
distance away from the scattering objects. 
4. When applying the scattered field formulation, the incident source is 
only interacting with the scattering objects, for which the material 
parameters are different from that of the free space. In addition, the 
interaction between the incident field and the scattering object satisfies 
the Maxwell's equations. 
To formulate the plane incident wave in the problem domain, there are two 
typical approaches: the total-field formulation and the pure scattered-field 
formulation. Li the following section, we will look into the algorithms for 
these two formulations. 
2.4.1 Total-Field / Scattered-Field Algorithm 
The main purpose of plane waves illumination is to predict radar cross 
sections. The rule of thumb for the plane wave excitation, is that this approach 
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should be based on the linearity of the Maxwell's equations, and the 
decomposition of electric and magnetic fields as: 
Etot = E i n c + Escat ( 2 . 2 1 a ) 
Htot = H i n c + Hscat ( 2 • 2 1 b ) 
Here Einc and Hinc are the values of the incident field vectors, which are 
assumed to be calculated in the free space region at all time steps in the 
simulation. Escat and Hscat are the values of the scattered field vectors, which 
are initially unknown. They appear in the computation domain just after the 
interaction between the incident field and the scattering object. 
Applying the total-field / scattered-field formulation in a three 
dimensional problem, a closed surface, usually in form of a rectangular box, 
should be virtually defined from inside the problem domain. Liside this 
virtual box, called the total-field region, the Yee's algorithm operates only on 
the total-field components. The interacting object is positioned inside this 
virtual box. The total field includes the interaction of the incident plane wave 
and the scattered wave. On the other hand, the outer region, that is the region 
between the boundaries (PML) of the problem domain and the virtual box, is 
called the scattered-field region. Here it is assumed that Yee's algorithm 
operates only on the scattered-field components. 
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2.4.2 Pure Scattered-Field Algorithm 
The Pure scattered-field formulation is easier to implement compared 
with the total-field / scattered-field formulation. Li our FD-TD code, we use 
the Holland's algorithm [4] and [5]. 
During the FD-TD computation, only the scattered electric and 
magnetic field components are stepped in time and space in the problem 
domain. The FD-TD cell grids are not segmented into total-field and 
scattered-field regions. No incident field propagates in the FD-TD domain, 
and the incident field is only calculated at a grid if it is needed. Since the 
incident field only appears when the grid is not a free space grid. If the total 
field is needed, it is obtained in a postprocessing step by adding the scattered 
field calculated and the incident plane wave component existing at that time 
and point in space. 
2.4.2.1 Application to PEC Structures 
Applying the boundary condition of the Maxwell's equations to the 
perfect electric conductor (PEC) structures, it is well known that the total 
tangential field must be zero: 
Etanltot = 0 ( 2 . 2 2 ) 
Therefore, it is clear that the scattered tangential field can be expressed as 
Etan lscat = "Etan 'inc (2.23) 
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And it holds for the entire time duration in the computation. It causes the 
scattered fields to be locally generated at the PEC surface. In this manner, it is 
particularly convenient to handle the simulated object if it consists of planar 
structures. However, the incident field is calculated only at the corresponding 
grid location, therefore a small error in the incident field may cause a large 
error in the total field. A smaller grid size will give better accuracy. 
But, it has one major advantage over the total-field / scattered-field 
algorithm. The incident field is calculated using an analytical expression, so 
that there is no phase error. This occurs, because the incident plane wave is 
not really stepped through the FD-TD domain numerically. 
2.4.2.2 Application to Lossy Dielectric Structures 
In order to account for a lossy dielectric structure, we must first rewrite 
the Maxwell's equations (2.9) and (2.10) for the total-field quantities: 
l = 4 * V x E t � t - & t � t (2.24) dt 1^ 1^ 
, = l v x H t o t - - E t o t (2.25) dt £ e 
The material parameters ^, £, p', and a are allowed to vary in an arbitrary 
manner throughout the space of interest for this total-field formulation. Next, 
we write (2.9) and (2.10) for the incident field components: 
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^inc _ 1 y ^ p 
^ - - V x E , , (2.26) 
i^ F 1 
^ = - VxHinc (2.27) dt £o The incident field formulation (2.26) and (2.27) are defined as wave t propagating in free space having the parameters i^o, Bo, p = 0 and a = 0. 
Now, using equations (2.21)，(2.24), (2.25)，（2.26) and (2.27)，the 
Maxwell's equations can be re-written in terms of incident field component 
and scattered-field components: 
% ^ + - ^ . . = - ^ V x E _ - f ^ , " c - ( " - A U % ^ (2.28) dt jJi fi /i ot 
% ^ + - ^ . c . = - V x 7 f , , „ , - - ^ , - ( £ - £ j ^ (2.29) dt £ e £ dt 
Equations (2.28) and (2.29) can be implemented in the Yee's central 
difference approximation. The numerical expressions of (2.28), using the 
ordinary Yee's leapfrog algorithm for magnetic conductivity, is equal to zero, 
(p，= 0), are as follows: 
/ \ / \ 
H^'丨” + 丨/2= i/广 |n-l/2 + ^ i ,M-^o Hl'c |n-l/2 + _ ^ (2.30a) 
X 1, J-,K X 1, y,/c A »»Jy^ .-
� ^ i>j>k J \^ ^iJ.k � < rp scat 丨 rt — j^ scat 丨 n � ^y U.j\k + l/2 ~^y h,j,k-l/2 
. ^ 
rp scat I n 一 rp scat i n 
^z � j + l/2’k ~^z �i’j-lf2,k 
[ ^ J 
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/ \ f \ TT scat in + l/2_ j^scat in-l/2 丄 ^i>j,k ^o ^inc in-l/2 丄 ^ ^ /^ ^nU\ 
Hy kj,k - Hy �’j’k + — .Hy ku + - ~ ~ (2.30b) 
�^i , j > k J [^^i,j,k > 
< 7^scat in 一 r p s c a t in � ^z h + H2,i,k ~^z '/-l/2,;,A: . AjC 
rpscat |rt 一 T ^ s c a t \n 
_ L x '/,;,itH-l/2 ~ ^ x l / , M - l / 2 1 ^ J 
/ \ / \ 
付腳,�+1/2=付_ |n-l/2 + A,M - ^ o j^ inc |«-1/2 + _ ^ (2.30c) 
Z 1小比 X t,J,K Z hJifC { h’.i’k j V '^'^ ''^  > 
< T^scat \n 一rpscat in � 
^x �i’j+U2’k ~^x UJ-l/2,k 
. ^ 
zpscat |rt 一 T ^ s c a t in 
^y U+l/2,j,k ~ ^ y �i-i/2’j’k 
� Ax � 
/ \ (f . \ / / �A \  
1 £ , ¢7 ., A^ [£. ., —£ ]At 
^scat |tt+l _ i,J,k ^scat |n _ i,J,k ^ — ^i,j,k ^o r^^ 
‘ ' " ' ' " [ e . M + A r p “j’k ' [ [ e , M ^^ijA^ J " [ ^ . M ^^ijA^ 丄 
广 TTScat in+l/2 _ rjr scat in+l/2 � 
, \ ^ z U,j+l/2,k ~ ^ z U,j-U2,k 
f � —^^^^^^———-^-^^—^^-^^^^——^—.-^— 
.E^'丨”+1 + — . Ly 
^ “j'k c I rr Af- r j scat i n + l / 2 Tjscat i n + l / 2 V 8i，j’k 十 GiJ,k �J 一 ^y l/,M+l/2-^y '/,M-l/2 r " ^ J 
(2.31a) 
, ( e ., ) (( cr. ., A^  ) ( (€. ., —e 1^广 Y 
^scat |«+1 _ i,J,k ^scat |« 一 “J’k _ ^i,J,k ^o A~" 
) ' ' ' ' ' " [ ^ ~ 7 ^ r '•’'’' l i^ '-.M+〜，zr)[^i,M ^^ijA^丄 �Tjscat in+l/2 _ j^ scat in+\/2 � , � ^ X �i’j’k+l/2 ~^x UJ,k-l/2 
.产丨“+1 + — . Az 
y i,j,k , 八矛 TT scat in+l/2 _ rr scat in+l/2 
[^iJ,k '^^i,j,k^^ j ^y '/+i/2,M ~^y '/-i/2,M 
. A^ 夕 
(2.31b) 
, f £. .L ) f ( G . .A^  ) ( (e. ., 一£ Vi^  Y 
^scat | n+ l _ i’J’k ^scat |« _ ' , M _ ^i,J,k o A ^ 
之''''''"[^ ^广'••''' [ l ^ 7 + 5 ^ j[e,j^,^a,.,At 丄 
f TT scat in+l/2 _ j^ scat in+l/2 � 
� ^ y U+U2,j,k ~ ^ y U-l/2,j,k 
rpinc in+l , ^ Ax 
‘''''>.,,+a,,,A^J' nr i;;)=2,* -nr 1二\, 
1 L� ) 
(2.31c) 
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If the incident field is neglected or is equal to zero, or if the constitutive 
parameters are the same as free space, the formulation of the equations (2.30) 
and (2.31) simplify to equations (2.18) and (2.19). Thus, the computation of 
the domain can be separated into two parts. One part is the computation of the 
domain, where parameters are not the same as in free space such as ^ * j^。，8 * 
£o, p' * 0 or a * 0. The second is exactly the same as the computation of the 
propagation of the field in free space, where ^ = i^o, £ = £o，p'= 0 and a = 0. 
Comparing the computation steps of equations (2.18) and (2.19) with 
that of the equations (2.30) and (2.31) showed two things; one is that the 
scattered-field formulation needs more numerical steps. The second is that the 
calculation of the incident field is needed. In order to optimize the simulation 
speed and the memory used, the discretized equations (2.18) and (2.19) will be 
used for the update equations of the electric and magnetic fields in the free 
space regions, whereas equations (2.30) and (2.31) will be used for the update 
equations where a lossy dielectric material is included. 
2.5 Incident Plane Wave Components Generation 
The generation of the incident field can be extended to the full three-
dimensional case in a straightforward manner. The propagation direction and 
the polarization of the incident wave are well defined using spherical 
coordinates. Figure 2.2 illustrates the propagation unit vector kinc, oriented 
with an angle 0 relative to the +z-axis of the lattice (where O°<0< 180。)，and 
an angle (|) relative to the +x-axis of the lattice (where 0°< 0 < 360°). 
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To define the polarization of the incident plane wave, we first define 
the reference vector kinc x z, where z is unit vector of z, in the wavefront plane 
(the plane with constant phase) of the incident wave. We next specify the 
angle \|/ of the electric-field vector Einc relative to the reference vector (where 
0°< \|/ < 360°). This way of specifying the electric field polarization is useful 
for all incidence cases except for the angles 0 = 0 �a n d 0 = 180�where the 
polarization of the incident wave is referenced to the +x-axis and the angle i|/. 
z 
l'—年 J T kinc 
y ^ ^ 
v . . . . . . f , • • kincXZ . r . V 片 
X 
Figure 2.2 Incident wave propagation direction and polarization 
Once the propagation direction and polarization of the incident plane 
wave are defined, the reference origins used to calculate the incident plane 
wave components also need to be defined. There are eight possible origins (i, 
j, k) (exactly eight corners of the rectangular domain) which satisfy the ranges 
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of 6 and 中.Suppose the FD-TD origin is (0,0,0) and the point extended along 
the diagonal is (EVLax, JMax, KMax), the origins (i, j, k) are the combinations 
of these two points. The time delay distance d relative to the correct origin 
can be expressed as 
d = k inc X rcomp ( 2 . 3 2 ) 
Here rcomp is the position vector referenced to the grid of interest in the domain 
and kinc is the unit vector of the incident plane wave given by 
kinc = X sin(0)cos(^) + y sin(6)sin(^) + z cos(0) (2.33) 
Here x，y and z are the unit vectors of x-axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively. 
For the range 0^ < 0 < 90^, there are four possibilities of rcomp: 
1.) 0 � < ^ 90。， Origin at (0, 0, 0) 
rcomp = X ( icomp “ 0 ) + y (jcomp • 0 ) + Z (kcomp _ 0 ) (2.34a) 
2.) 9 0 � < ^ 180。， Origin at (Max, 0，0) 
rcomp = X ( icomp " I M a X ) + y (jcomp - 0 ) + Z (kcomp - 0 ) ( 2 . 3 4 b ) 
3.) 180�< ^ 27C)0, Origin at (EMax, JMax, 0) 
rcomp = X ( i c o m p • IMax) + y (jcomp - JMax) + z ( k — • 0) (2.34c) 
4.) 270�< ^ 360°, Origin at (0, JMax, 0) 
rcomp = X ( i comp _ 0) + y (jcomp “ JMax) + z (kcomp • 0) ( 2 . 3 4 d ) 
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For the range 90^<6 < 180^ there are four possibilities of Fcomp： 
1.) 0 � < ¢)  90。， Origin at (0，0, KMax) 
rcomp = X ( i c o m p “ 0) + y (jcomp - 0) + z (kcomp - KMax) (2.35a) 
2.) 9 0 � < ^ 1800, Origin at (Max, 0，KMax) 
rcomp = X ( icomp _ IMaX) + y Ocomp - 0) + Z (kcomp - KMax) 
(2.35b) 
3.) 180�< ^ 270。， Origin at (Max, JMax, KMax) 
rcomp = X (icomp - IMax) + y Ocomp • JMax) + z (kcomp - KMax) 
(2.35c) 
4.) 270® < (|)< 360°, Origin at (0, JMax, KMax) 
rcomp = X ( i c o m p " 0) + y (jcomp - JMax) + z (kcomp - KMax) 
(2.35d) 
After d is found, the time delay can be calculated. The electric and magnetic 
field components can be analytically computed. The relative phase can be 
determined by using simple linear interpolation. Finally the vector 
components of the incident field can be computed as follow: 
HxMc ^T"=tiinc 1:+1" (sinVAsin0 + cosVAcos0cos0) (2.36a) 
H),,inc iri '2= ^inc \T'^ (-sinVAcos0 + cosvAcos0sin0) (2.36b) 
H i^nc i r"2= Hinc i r ^ ' (-cosVAsin0) (2.36c) 
E_c 丨：=Kc lj (cosy/sm^-smy/cosGcos^) ^2.36d) 
Eyjnc d^= Kc 1^  (-cosv/cos^)-sini/>xos0sin0) (2 3^^^ 
^z,inc C= E-nc 丨：(sinVAsin0) (2.36f) 
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Here Hinc and Einc are simply related by the ratio of characteristic impedance. 
In FD-TD, the incident field components are first generated and stored in the 
memory array, or they are generated at every update step. Whether one does 
the former or the latter is simply a choice between the optimisation of speed or 
memory usage. 
2.6 Source and Termination Modeling in FD-TD model 
In this part, we will discuss one of the most popular source modelling 
methods in FD-TD: resistive source. When we use FD-TD to model 
microstrips, waveguides and circuits in three dimensions, voltage source 
excitation with finite impedance is commonly used. This is more realistic in 
comparison to a hard source [6] and a soft source. For a hard source, it has 
zero impedance at the source point since the field is forced to be the value 
assigned. Strong reflection subsequently results, so that the transmission line 
must be long enough to isolate the effect of waves propagating back to the 
source point. As expected, long time simulation is not possible. For example, 
if a guassian pulse source is excited at a patch antenna, the energy will reflect 
back and forth many times in the patch antenna. Since the antenna is 
frequency dependent, energy at the resonant frequency will go back to the 
source point. Using a hard source is not suitable for this case. 
The most suitable source is the highly effective resistive source. It is 
matched with the characteristic impedance of the transmission line. Jf the 
impedance is matched, there will be no reflection from the excitation location. 
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2.6.1 Resistive source 
We first derive the FD-TD equation from the integral form of 
Maxwell's equations, by evaluating the integrals on a standard Yee cell. 
Figure 2.3 shows how to include a lumped-element model [7], [8], [9] across 
more than one cell (three cells in this case). 
f r /• nF^ 
oH'dl-I^=- J'dS+ e— dS (2.37) 
J J J ^ f 
c s s … 
f • — 一 一 — — — • — 一 1 
• ‘—— i 
z 丨 • 
“ x / ~ ~ 、 “ 广 1 ： 
X t,z,i,j,k+l X [ : • / 1+ I 
/ I i R I 
Ez,i,j,k J ‘ Hx,i-i/2,j,k j S [ 
“ H y , i . j - 1 ^ • / ; y I ^ / ^^ y^i,j+l>2,k ！ 
M^'A ••»:. f -Y；. 'Xr:t,. 1^ ^%sSVi^* I • 
^ Hx,i,j+i/ ,k ！ J L I 
^ ^ V j - 9 i 
J ‘ Ez,ij,k-1 N . . ^ I ！ 
• L i—— i 
Figure 2.3 Lumped-element circuit connected across three Yee cells and the path of 
integration for calculating the field component Ez(y,ii). 
Because the lumped-element model is assumed to include all the effects of its 
spatial distribution, it is modeled with zero volume occupied in the FD-TD 
space. The left-hand side of equation (2.37) gives the closed loop integration 
of the H-field components shown in the middle of figure (2.3). The evaluation 
of Vc across the lumped-element circuit is given by: 
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V c = -(Ez,i,j,k-i + Ez,i,j,k+ Ez,i,j,k+i) *Az ( 2 . 3 8 ) 
Then lc = ( Vs - Vc)/Rs is used to represent the conduction current through the 
lumped-element circuit. The next step is to use the time average of the electric 
field component of interest, (Ez(i,j,k) )，to give better approximated result. 
Substitution of (2.38) into equation (2.37) yields: 
(Hy Ci / l j ,k - H y \ t i / l j ,k )^>' - {f^X 'uli/2,it -f^X l"j-l/2,it y^ 
C + S ( E J � ’ J& ( ^ . C . + ^ . l - , J A z 
Rs 2R^ 
_ z l - M + g . \ l j , , ) A x A y e ( E ^ I：：)；, - E ^ \ l j , ) A x A y = 1 (2.39) 2 A^  
Here the first term of the right-hand side is the time averaged term obtained 
from the electron conduction current J = aE. The second term is derived from 
the 6E/6t term. Re-arranging the equation (2.38) for implementation in the 
computation, the electric field component of interest is given by: 
i " ? " ^ ^ K " + 2 > X , J A z 
rp \n — ^^ ^ z^iVyAX^AAj .„ ^  
^ '•’,’�e I CT I ^ ^ - � ’ j ' k ~(e G Az~ 
Ar 2 2R,AxAy Xt^^^2RAxAy 民&知 
\ ^ / 
(口 in+l/2 _TT in+l/2 A^ _(zJ in+l/2 _rr in+l/2 \^ 
+ V^y U+l/2,j,k ~ ^ y U-l/2,j,kJ^y~V^x U,j+l/2,k ~ ^ x h,j-l/2,kP^ (2.40) f A + ^ + _ ^ W A ^ 
�Ar 2 2R^AxAy)‘ 
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2.6.2 Resistor Formulation 
In FD-TD, the use of lumped-element to model the passive and active 
circuit components has been documented extensively. In my research, the 
most frequently used component is the z-directed resistor. It can be used to 
model a matched load in the diversity antenna design. The resistor is placed at 
the transmission line feeding the antennas. Using the scattered-field 
algorithm, some incident plane waves impinge on the diversity antenna. The 
energy of the incident waves will be converted to into voltage and current, 
propagating along the feedline. Using the matched resistor, the actual energy 
received can be obtained by using the integrals: 
n i " " - f ^ . K | , ' d z ( 2 . 4 1 ) 
/ . | - - . | / / | - - , . , , . J / ( 2 . 4 2 ) 
c 
Here k' and k � represent the z positions of the grids where the positions of 
feedline and ground plate are respectively located. The current is recorded in 
the middle of the vertical path. To model the resistor along the z-axis, we use 
the resistive source formulation with zero-valued source voltage. So, the 
equation (2.40) can be simplified as: 
£ a Az v^ „ y(E I". )Az _ A r 2 2RM^y t , ‘ "^“^ 
^ |'"，「T"^ ^ A ^ ^ X、j’k ~rr~^ i~~^ 
7 7 + T + o D A A - + - + ~ ~ — ~ " R M ^ y 
^t 2 27?�,AxAy [Ar 2 2R^^xhy J ‘ 
I (^3' ^Milj,k -Hy ^tulj,ky^y-{H, lj%n,k - ^ x ^Tj-in,k y ^ (2.43) 
[丄 + 二 + ^ ^ 、 滅 3 ^ jSt 2 lR^^b.y) ‘ 
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2.7 PML Formulation 
In this section, a novel absorbing boundary condition (ABC) approach 
for the FD-TD will be discussed. This technique, proposed by Berenger [13], 
is called the "Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)”. Using this technique in FD-
TD, orders-of-magnitude improvements in performance relative to earlier 
techniques have been demonstrated. This creates a non-physical absorber 
adjacent to the outer grid boundary with free space intrinsic impedance. 
Moreover, this input impedance is independent of the angle of incidence and 
frequency of outgoing scattered waves. 
We will first go through the two-dimensional TE case and then extend 
it to the full-vector three-dimensional case. In the two-dimensional case, 
Berenger reported reflection coefficients for PML as low as 1/3000^^ those of 
the second - and third-order analytical ABC's such as Mur，s ABC. 
2.7.1 Two-Dimensional TE Case 
Consider Maxwell's equations in two-dimensional space, for the 
transverse electric ( T E ) case with field components Ex, Ey，and Hz involved. If 
a and a* denote electric conductivity and magnetic conductivity assigned to 
the ABC layer to absorb the outgoing waves respectively, it is well known that 
if the following is satisfied: 
a/eo=a*/^o (2.44) 
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then we will have reflectionless transmission of a plane wave propagating 
normally across the interface between free space and absorbing boundary. 
The PML technique introduces a new degree of freedom in specifying loss and 
impedance matching by splitting Hz into two sub-components, Hzx and Hzy. 
Hence, using this approach, Maxwell's coupled field equations can be written 
as: 
3 E x r 3 ( H , , + H , J e o f + c ^ E x = _ ^ ^ (2.45a) 
e � j ^ + c^zEy=� (Hzx+Hzy) (2.45b) 3t y dz 
3Hzx *u ® y * ^ � " ^ + GxHzy = - ~ ^ (2.46a) 
3H,y 3E, A o j + O y H z y = " ^ (2.46b) 
The TM case is obtained by duality, with Ez split into Ezx and Ezy. Designing 
\|/ as any component of a wave propagating in a PML medium, Berenger 
shows that: 
.,zcos^ +ysin )^, x^ co— y^ cos0 jco(t—^~-) " v ^ -"T^y \|/ = \ | / � e cG e v u e ” (2.47) 
Z = V M ^ (2.48) 
Where Z is the wave impedance, c is the speed of light,中 is the angle between 
the wave electric field vector and the y-axis, and 
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G = V w x C o s 2 " W y S i n 2 ( [ ) ( 2 . 4 9 ) 
w = l - j — £ o 
X l - j < / w 8 � (2.50a) 
l - ja^/w8^ 
Wy = i ！^  (2.50b) l - j G y / w e , 
Now let each pair (ax, a*x) and (Gy，Cy*) satisfy the equation (2.44). Then Wx, 
Wy and G equal one at any frequency, and the wave components and the wave 
impedance of equations (2.47) and (2.48) become: 
.,zcos^+ysin^� <^x cos^  <^y cos^   _ ^~~^) -~T^^ - ~ T ^ y 
" � e c e e � e "^^  (2.51) 
Z = > o / 8 o 
� o� (2.52) 
Equations (2.51) and (2.52) show that the wave in the PML medium 
propagates at the speed of light, but decays exponentially along x and y. 
Moreover, they show that the wave impedance of the PML medium is equal to 
that of a vacuum, regardless of the angle of propagation or frequency. 
In the two-dimensional TE case, the FD-TD computation domain is 
surrounded by a PML backed by perfectly conducting (PEC) walls. However, 
for vacuum-PML interface, at both the left and right sides of the grid (0 and 
* EVIax), each PML has G^  and a x matched according to the equation (2.49), 
* along with Gy =0 and a y = 0 to permit reflectionless transmission across the 
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vacuum-PML interface. At both lower and upper sides of the grid (0，JMax), 
* each PML has Gy and a y matched according to the equation (2.49) along with * 
CTx =0 and a x = 0. At the four corners, two PML's overlap together. All four 
* * 
losses represented by (Gx, a x, C7y, and Cy ) are set equal to the adjacent PML's. 
These configurations can be shown on the figure (2.4) as below: 
^ ^ (^x,心 <v g*y) ^ ^ 
y^ 1 ^ — J^ , ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^B ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 9 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ B ^^^^ ^^KH 
7 " 一 
/ , , * (IMax, JMax) , » _ _� (a,,a,, 0,0) ^ _ _ J _ _ _ _ _ (a,,a,, 0,0) 
^ ^ ^ • (0,0，ay, Gy) 4r- 一 ^ 
(0’ 0) t ^  
mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm M fnmp i ^nHpn i i ppp*P inp mmmmmtmmm J f ^ 
_ ^ ‘ -: • -，。、•.々 八；> f ___ 
“ ^ . ~ ： ； T ~ ~ 
\ ((Tx, 0 X，<7y, a y) • X 
Figure 2.4 The configurations of the electric and magnetic conductivity in PML. 
The energy loss in PML is caused by finite electric and magnetic 
conductivity. The rate of loss is gradually increased as a function of p，the 
distance from the interface. Within the PML, <j(p) = amax(p/S)", (n=l for 
linear, n=2 for parabolic), is assigned , where 6 is the PML thickness and a is 
either <Jx or Gy. This yields the overall PML reflection coefficient of 
R ( Q ) _ e-2amaxScoae/(n+l)e�c ( 2 5 3 ) 
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Selection of the value of conductivity will be the most important design 
consideration in the application of PML. Recently, Berenger proposed an 
improved PML algorithm [13] with a conductivity profile defined as follows: 
� P ) = � a x ( ^ ^ 0 (2.54) 
So that the conductivity increases by a factor g from one cell to the next. The 
overall reflection will be 
^ ( 0 ) = g ( 2 / e o C ) ( ^ ^ - l ) / l n g ) c T ^ ^ A x ( 2 5 5 ) 
The maximum conductivity Cmax can be expressed as a function of N, g, R(0) 
as: 
O n ^ = - ^ ^ # l n R ( 0 ) . (2.56) 
Here N is the number of PML layers. 
2.7.2 Extension to the Full-vector Three-Dimension Case 
In the three-dimensional case, all six Cartesian field vector components 
are split and the resulting PML modification of Maxwell's equations yields 12 
equations as follow: 
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, , ^ x y * — a(Ezx+Ezx) 
\^ o - ^ + Oyiixy — — (2.57a) 
u ^ ^ - + c r * H - ^ y x + E y z ) 门 ^ 、 ~ ^ GzHxz — (2.57b) 
^Iyz *u 3(Exy+Exz) A o f + 0 y z = Yz—— (2.57c) 
3Hyx *u 3 ( E , , + E , J 
A o I + ^ = " " l r ^ (2.57d) 
u ^ x + c r * H - ^ y x + E y z ) 
^ i + GxHzx- ^ ~ " (2.57e) 
3 H ^ x y + E x J 
& i + � H z y = - ~ ~ ^ ^ (2.57f) 
E � % ^ + � E x y = M ^ (2.58a) 
k f ^ + G z E x z = - ^ ^ (2.5Bb) 
aEyz 9 ( H , , + H , J % f + A E y z = ^ ^ ^ (2.580 
® y , 3 ( H , , + H , J 
E 。 I + 0 y x = - 3 x ( 2 . _ 
aE,, ^ WHyx+Hyz) 
� t ^ x = y&x ( 2 . _ 
gEzy • _ _ a ( H x y + H J 
已�~ ^ + � t z y - ^ (2.58f) 
Validation of the three-dimensional PML was documented in reference [11] 
and the theory proven in reference [12]. For the FD-TD computation used in 
this thesis, N = 8，R(0) = 10'^  and the grading factor g = 3.15 . 
2.8 Time Domain Extrapolation 
In FD-TD simulation, it is very common to run tens of thousands of 
time steps to generate the impulse response for calculation of impedance, S-
parameters, and frequency responses of the device under test. Time domain 
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extrapolation allows a smaller number of time steps, which can be very useful. 
Two common estimators, Prony's method and Burg's method will be 
introduced in this section. In some cases, the time steps can be reduced up to 
90%. This greatly reduces the overall computation time. 
2.8.1 Prony's Model 
Prony's method [14] [15] is used to extrapolate the FD-TD-waveform 
and transmission-line matrix (TLM). The technique models the sampled data 
as a linear combination of complex exponentials. This method is very suitable 
for calculating the frequency responses of microwave circuits. Jf a guassian 
pulse is used as the excitation, the predicted data will be constructed by a 
finite set of decaying exponentials. 
Following the first step in Prony's method, we consider a relatively 
short time period using the conventional FD-TD method. The sampled data is 
expressed in terms of a combination of complex exponential functions, whose 
frequencies of oscillation and damping factors are determined by Prony's 
method. The late time transient waveform is predicted by a sum of damped 
complex exponential in the following manner: 
V , = X c , z | : , n = 1,2,3, IN (2.59) 
k=l 
Ck and Zkare complex quantities which can be expressed as follows: 
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c , = A , e x p O ' 0 J (2.60) 
and 
z, =exp[ ( - a ,+ i2 ; r f JAr ] (2.61) 
where Ak is the amplitude of the k^ mode, 0^  is the phase of the complex-
valued amplitude of the k^ ^ mode, 0Ck is the damping factor of the k^ ^ mode, fk 
is the frequency of the k^ ^ resonance, and At is the sampling interval. First, the 
sampling date should be decimated by a factor of 10 or more as we do not 
need so much data. Then the time interval is scaled by the value of 
decimation. It limits the number of resonance modes of the sampled data and 
prevents instability in the predictor. Vn satisfies a difference equation 
V„=-;tbkV„_k， n = K + l, ，N (2.62) 
k=l 
where bk, k=l,...,K are the coefficient of the polynomial 
P ( z ) = z " + Z 7 i ? - i + . . . + ^ ( 2 . 6 3 ) 
This permits us to have complex root Zi, ...,Zk representing ¥„ as given in 
(2.59). In equation (2.62), Vn, Vn_i, Vn-2,...,Vn-K are known quantities 
obtained from the decimated samples. The coefficient bk of the 
overdetermined system of linear equation in (2.62) can be solved by the least 
squares method. Having determined bk's, the roots of P(z) are obtained in 
(2.63) since the coefficients of that polynomial are known. These roots are 
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estimates of the damping factors and frequencies as shown in (2.62). The final 
step involves substituting these roots Zk, for k=l, 2, ...，K, into (2.59) and 
solving the resulting least square problem to estimate the Ck, for k=l, 2, ...，K. 
The results for the future time steps can now be generated efficiently using 
equation (2.59). 
2.8.2 Auto-regressive Model and Performance Comparison 
with Prony,s Method 
A popular alternate approach for Auto-regressive (AR) parameter estimation 
with data samples was introduced by Burg in 1968. Mathematically, the 
current sample Vn is a weighted sum of M past output samples plus a noise 
term: 
M 
Vn = 2L^ M,m n^-m +^n (2 64) 
m=l ^ • ^ 
Where aM,m is AR parameter m of the Mih order AR process, 
^M,k = ^M-l,k +^M,M^M-l,M-k k = l”..，M — l (2.65) 
The Burg algorithm may be viewed as a constrained least squares estimation 
procedure, using the sum of the forward and backward linear prediction error 
energies. The forward linear prediction error fM,k is given by 
M M 
M^,k =Vk+M +X^M,i^k+M-i =X^M,i^k+M-i (2.66) 
i=l i=0 
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for 1 < k < N-M and the backward linear prediction error. 
M 
^M,k ^ X^M,i^+M-i (2.67) 
i=0 
Also for 1 < k < N-M, note that complex-valued data is assumed and a„,o is 
defined as unity. The backward AR coefficients are simply the conjugates of 
the forward AR coefficients. To obtain estimates of the AR parameters, Burg 
minmized the sum of the backward and forward prediction error energies as: 
N-M N-M 
M^ = X ' M^,k 丨2 + X ' ^M,k 丨2 (2 68) 
k=l k=l ^ ‘ ， 
Constrained by the AR parameters which satisfy the Levinson recursion, 
(2.65), for all orders from 1 to M, substitution of (2.65) into (2.66) and (2.67) 
yields the following recursive relationships between the forward and backward 
prediction errors: 
M^,k = ^M-l,k+l 十 M^,M^ >M-l,k (2.69) 
^M,k = t>M-l,k+l + ^M,MM,M^M-l,k+l (2.70) 
for 1 < k < N-M. We then substitute (2.69) and (2.70) into (2.68) and minimize 
(2.68) with respect to aM,M by setting the derivative to zero: 
N-M * 
2 2 ^M-\,kfM-\,k + \ 
“"’"=口 DEM, (2.71) 
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where 
N-M � � 
D E M ^ = I [ I ^ M - i , j ' + l / M - u . i 1 ' ] ( 2 . 7 2 ) 
k=i 
DEMM is the denominator of he recursive relationship. It can be reduced to 
D E M M 二 [ 1 -1 aM_i,M_i |2]DEMM_H bM-i,N-M-i l '"丨 f M - u 丨2 ( 2 . 7 3 ) 
Since the Levinson recursion is maintained in the Burg algorithm, then 
M^ =CM_i[l-laM,M |2] (2.74) 
Using all the above equations, from (2.64) to (2.74)，the AR parameters aM,m, 
where m= 1, ..., M，can be found. 
Performance comparison between the Prony's method and Burg's 
method are shown on the figures (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). These results are 
compared with the results from [18] and a commercial product XFD-TD. 
Figure 2.5 shows the actual dimensions of the microstrip antenna analysed in 
the paper. 
y f ^ ^ ^ ~^ 
; X i ^ . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : : : _ _ _ ; ; ; ^ m m 0.794 mm \ e=2.2 W 
Figure 2.5: Line-fed rectangular microstrip antenna detail. 
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In FD-TD simulation, the total computation time step is 8000. For 
Prony's method, the data, including the current and voltage recorded, are 
decimated by a factor of 40. Prediction started at the 125^ ^ sampling points, 
i.e. time step = 5000 in the FD-TD data shown on the figure. Also, the 
resonant frequency mode, parameter n in equation (2.59) is set to 10. For the 
Burg's method, the raw sampling data is passed through a lowpass filter first. 
Then, the processed sampling data is decimated by a factor of 10，and the 
prediction is started at 450 of the decimated data, i.e. time step = 4500 on the 
figures. 50 previous decimated data is used for the prediction process, so that 
M is equal to 50 in equation (4.64). 
The results of Sn show that both methods achieve good agreement 
with simulated data. Both predicted Sn parameters show the first resonance 
frequency at 7.5 GHz. Simulation and measurement matched very well (see 
figure 2.9). Higher resonances are also in good agreement with the 
experiment, except for the highest resonance which is near 18 GHz. At high 
frequencies, planar circuit simulation will be sensitive to errors in the effective 
dimensions of the patch due to grid quantization. Compared with the 
commercial product XFD-TD, our simulated results are actually more 
accurate at the first resonant frequency; the Sn of the first resonance at 7.5 
GHz being about -15 dB in measurement. The simulated result we obtained, 
is 14.8 dB while XFD-TD gives —37 dB. It appears that our code gives more 
accurate results. h\ summary, using the extrapolation method, whether it be 
prony's method or Burg's method, can reduce the running time step required 
dramatically while not sacrificing accuracy. Applying the above method to 
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highly resonant circuits is indeed a good approach to FD-TD signal 
extrapolation and spectrum estimation. 
2.9 Summary 
The total-field formulation and the scattered-field formulation have 
been implemented in our three-dimensional FDTD code. In the FDTD 
computation domain, it is enclosed by the Perflectly Matched Layer 
termination. The reflection coefficient of PML is about 1/3000^^ those of 
analytical ABC's such as Mur's ABC. In addition, the resistive load and 
resistive source are successfully modeled on the Yee cell in FDTD. We 
choose resistance value that matches with the microstrip structure resulting in 
no reflection at the load point and at the source point. We have also 
demonstrated the use of time domain extrapolation techniques, Prony's 
method and Burg's method, in FDTD computed time waveforms. The number 
of time steps is reduced by 10 times, while preserving the frequency response 
of the simulated antenna or microwave circuits. 
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Chapter 3: Verification ofFD-TD Method 
3.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, we will first discuss various kinds of microstrip patch 
antennas including a direct feed patch, an electromagnetically coupled (EMC) 
patch, and an aperture-coupled patch, by means of simulation and 
measurement. The verification of the total-field formulation in the FDTD 
code is carried out. Next, we use two approaches, the absolute approach and 
the relative approach, to verify the scattered-field formulation in the FDTD. 
In the simulation, we illuminate a receiving antenna with a single ray with 
different incident angles. 
Since patch antennas have a narrow bandwidth, we need to introduce 
methods to increase their bandwidths. Radiation pattems of patch antennas 
are hard to control, since the shape of the radiation is usually a hemisphere. 
For pattern synthesis or multi-beam antenna array designs, a number of 
patches are needed. Li addition, high feed network losses, poor cross 
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polarization, and low power handling capacity are other drawbacks of 
microstrip antenna. 
Microstrip antennas are preferred over other types of radiators in some 
applications, because they have low profile and are light in weight. They can 
be made conformal and well suited to integration with microwave integrated 
circuits (MICs). Also, microstrip antennas offer low cost of fabrication and 
ease of feed network design. Nowadays, microstrip patch antennas have 
received much attention with applications in a variety of microwave systems. 
In fact, rapidly developing markets in personal communications systems 
(PCS), mobile satellite communications, direct broadcast television (DBS), 
wireless local area networks (WLANs), and intelligent vehicle highway 
systems (IVHS), suggest that the demand for microstrip antenna and its arrays 
will increase even more in the future. 
3.2 Microstrip Patch Antenna: An Introduction 
Although microstrip antennas are relatively simple structures, their 
analysis is quite complicated. The main factor is the presence of the dielectric 
substrate with the backing ground plane. A large amount of research has gone 
into developing analysis approaches and models. For microstrip antennas, 
most of them are approximate solutions to the analysis of microstrip antennas. 
Recently, some accurate formulations using differential equations have been 
reported. One of them is the use of FD-TD method simulating a patch antenna 
on finite ground plane. FD-TD method calculates the antenna parameters such 
as S-parameters, input impedance, radiation pattem and near-field plots. 
4 4 
Near-field coupling effects are important in the cases of finite ground plane 
and dense packing of antenna elements. 
3.2.1 Direct Fed Patch 
A Direct fed patch is one of the simplest microstrip antennas. The 
analysis of a rectangular patch can be done using transmission line theory, 
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Figure 3.1: Transmission model for a simple rectangular patch 
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The radiating edge with the length of a and the edge opposite to it are 
modeled as a narrow slot radiating into half-space, with the slot admittance 
given by [19]: 
Wn 
^1 + jB, = - ~ [ l + Al-0.6361nVv)] (3.1) K^o 
Where Xois the free-space wavelength, z�={]X^IZof^, k �= {2nlXo), w is the slot 
width, where w is approximatly equal to the thickness of the dielectric 
substrate t. Since the fringing effect is not considered in this model, the slots 
are identical. The characteristic admittance is given by: 
Y = ^ ^ (3.2) 
o K 
Where £r is the relative permittivity of the dielectric substrate. The phases of 
the slots are 180® out of phase. The patch length d is set to slightly less than 
half a guided wavelength XJ2, where X^  is approximately equal to Xj{z,f^. 
Sometimes, the length of the patch is calculated by a size reduction factor q. 
The admittance of slot 2 after the transformation becomes 
G, + jB,=G,-jB, (3.3) 
so that the total admittance at the resonant frequency is: 
Yin = 2Gi (3.4) 
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If the width of the patch is selected to be half a free-space wavelength (a = 
V 2 ) , Gi is about 0.001417 Q, and the input resistance, Rin = l/Gin, causing no 
reactive part, is approximately 120 Q,. The resonant frequency is found by the 
equation: 
f , = ^ ^ = q - ^ (3.5) 入cl^h 2 & V ^ 
In this model, the input impedance and the resonant frequency can be 
calculated from the equations (3.4) and (3.5). There is only one parameter q， 
which is unknown. The reduction factor q is found by measuring the resonant 
frequency of a patch printed on a given substrate. Once measured, the factor q 
is assumed constant for the patch with different dimensions. This means that q 
is purely empirical. This is the main drawback of this model. 
There is a more advanced model for the rectangular patch called 
modal-expansion cavity model. Consider a rectangular patch of width a and 
length b over a ground plane with the substrate thickness t and relative 
dielectric constant £r as shown in figure (3.2). 
Ground^ p|^  
—^^ I'll•丨••‘_1丨•隱“‘III_隱•‘墨‘l'l"'i 
Substrat 
m ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m Figure 3.2: Patch with inset ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B microstrip transmission-line feed 
P l 
Feed point \ 
Patch 
z ( ^ ^ • X ^ ^ ^ transmission line terminal 
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Because of the thin substrate, the electric field will be z-directed and the 
interior modes will be TMmn to z so that 
^ z ( ^ ' 力 = E E ^ - ^ - ( ^ ‘力 （3.6) m n 
where 
m^n ("^，y) = ;^^=COS <XCOS km J (3 7) 
with 
1, m = 0 and n = 0 
r r ^ ( 3 . 8 ) 
Xmn = ] V2， m = 0 or n = 0 
2, m * 0 and n * 0 
Here Amn are amplitude coefficients and Cmn are the z-directed 
orthonormalized electric field mode vectors. The mode vectors satisfy the 
homogeneous wave equation, and the eigenvalues satisfy the separation 
equation. 
kmn^ = COmnVe = kn^ + k ^ ^ ( 3 . 9 ) 
For the non-radiating cavity, kn = (n7c/a) and k^ = (nm^). Therefore, the 
orthonormalized mode of magnetic field are found from Maxwell's equations 
as: 
1 y 
K n = - — — 7 = ( x ^ „ , z o ^ k ^ x ^ m k ^ y - y k ^ sin^„^cos^^3；) ( 3 . 1 0 ) jw" deabt 
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As the cavity is allowed to radiate, the eigenvalues become complex, 
corresponding to complex frequencies. We will choose kn slightly less than 
(rm/a) and km slightly less than (m7i/b). Therefore, the magnetic field will not 
have zero tangential components on the cavity sidewalls . Now consider a 
probe fed rectangular patch at the location (x。，y�). Its effective cross-section 
area at the feed point is dx and dy. In this case for the transmission line feeding 
patch, set dy to zero, and dx to the width of the feed line. We have 
^.n = 凡 愿 ^ ^ ^ 。 则 C O S " J COSk^ X^  (3.11) 
where 
_ s>m{n7id^ / 2a) sin(m;cc/^ / 2b) 
•= nndJ2a mnd^/2b ( ^ . � 
and 
Kn=^mn^[i^ (3'13) 
Here ^^_ is the complex resonant frequency of the mnih mode as found from 
equation (3.9). Substituting equation (3.11) into (3.6)，we obtain 
五 “ 义 ， 力 = w t t / - Q ， / ， , y �k (3.14) m=0 n=0 k — k^ ^ 
where 
Z,4Ji7^, k = w ^ , kJ=kJ^k^\ and ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
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¥mn =j^cosk^xcosk^y 
=4^ cos(n7Dc / a) cos(m;ry / b) (3.16) yJab 
The voltage at the feed point is now obtained as 
Vin =-tEz(Xo,yo) 
= _ j I � Z � k t I X ^ ^ G ^ (3.17) 
m=0n=0 k — kj^ 
Hence, the input impedance can be obtained as 
2 
Zin = } = -jZ�ktXI�()。,丫2�)0„^ (3.18) 
1� m=0n=0 K — kj^ 
3.2.2 EMC Patch 
If the feed line is configured at the middle of the patch and the ground 
plane as shown on the figure (3.3), where we have 2 layers of dielectric, the 
resulting coupling will be very strong. The feed line is run underneath the 
patch and left open circuited. The distance, Lf, from the patch edge to the line 
edge is referred to as the overlap. The fringing fields from the open-circuited 
end provide the main coupling to the op patch. The capacitance of the gap 
provides the coupling mechanism to the antenna. 
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Figure 3.3: An electromagnetically coupled (EMC) patch 
Generally, the coupling is fairly low, so this approach usually does not offer 
any advantage over a direct feed patch in terms of coupling efficiency. 
Since the mechanism is predominantly capacitive, an equivalent circuit 
at the point of the feed line right at the edge of the patch can be derived as 
shown on figure (3.4). There is a coupling capacitor, Cc, and then a parallel 
RLC equivalent circuit of the patch itself. The value of this capacitor is 
controlled by two main structures: the feed line and the patch width. The 
strongest coupling effect is obtained when the insertion distance, Lf, is equal to 
L/2. Also, decreasing the patch width leads to an increase of the coupling 
effect. In fact, the relative dielectric constant controls the dimensions of the 
patch (W and L) and the feed line (wf). Since there are two layers ofsubstrate 
for the EMC patch, their relative dielectric constant and their heights can be 
different, providing added flexibility in design. 
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Cc 
Zin L _ R • c ~ ~ 
Figure 3.4: The equivalent circuit of EMC patch at the edge 
If the substrates have different dielectric constants, the lower layer may 
use a higher value to reduce the feed network size. In general, using a high 
dielectric constant will degrade the overall performance of the EMC patch. 
With two substrates, where the upper substrate has lower dielectric constant, 
the overall effective dielectric constant as seen by the patch will be lower 
because of the upper dielectric. This method of patch performance is thus 
improved over the other method of using a single substrate with high dielectric 
constant. The surface wave excitation is greatly reduced, and the parameters 
such as efficiency and bandwidth are increased. Using different substrates 
offers a way of meeting the often-conflicting requirements of minimizing 
circuit size while maintaining good antenna performance. 
The modelling and the numerical analysis of the EMC patch [20] are 
quite difficult because of the complicated interaction between the feed line and 
the patch. Using a full-wave analysis is the best approach. The actual 
phenomenon of the wave propagation in the patch is well modelled. Also, the 
planar structure in microstrip antenna is easily modeled using rectangular grid 
in FD-TD method. 
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3.2.3 Aperture-Coupled Patch 
The aperture-coupled patch is another indirect feeding microstrip 
patch. It was first proposed by Pozar [21]. The structure of this is described 
in figure (3.5) and (3.6). The patch is normally printed on the top over the 
ground plane. The aperture slot is etched on the ground patch underneath the 
patch, and the feed line is etched under the ground plane and on the other side 
of the substrate. The aperture slot is placed at the centre of the patch. The feed 
line extends past the centre of the slot, usually by a quarter-wavelength. 
Again, the two layers of substrate can have different heights and relative 
dielectric constants. The individual substrate can be tailored for optimum 
performance depending on the function of the structure etched. The patch 
requires a low dielectric constant for larger bandwidth and less surface-wave 
excitation. A high dielectric constant for the feed substrate reduces the size of 
the circuit. Because of the intervening ground plane, the dielectric constant of 
one does not affect the other. 
patch 
h,^^：-
• 7 ^ .7 / g _ d / y 
/ / 
4 ^ - ^ r y ^^/ 
t ^ \ 
feed line Figure 3.5: The structure of aperture-coupled patch antenna 53 
Since the patch is completely shielded from the feed line by the ground 
plane, except for the aperture slot, spurious radiation from the feed line does 
not degrade the main lobes of the patch. The aperture slot can limit the 
polarization of the coupling excitation so that the cross polarization level is 
minimized. However, the back lobe does increase because of feed line 
radiation. 
I \ a patch 
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Figure 3.6: Relationships between patch, feed line and aperture 
The performance of aperture-coupled patch depends on two major 
structures; the aperture and the extended length of feed line. The aperture will 
create an inductive effect in series with the RLC equivalent circuit of the patch 
as shown in figure (3.7). The use of the open-ended stub, quarter wavelength 
extension, is to compensate for the inductance, L', of the aperture slot in order 
to make the impedance of the patch real. 
patch 
aperture / 
,^^^  C ^ open circuit stub 
^ ^ L ' ^ 
03D ' v w  
R Z. 
4n f n ^  
extended length, L^ 
L ' M • 
Figure 3.7: Equivalent circuit for an aperture-coupled patch 
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The feed substrate thickness and dielectric constant also affect the coupling. 
As the substrate gets thicker, less coupling occurs [22]. A longer slot is 
needed to maintain a given level of coupling. The required slot size therefore 
increases. As the slot size increases, so does its radiation. This not only 
causes power to radiate on the wrong side of the ground plane, but also 
reduces the patch efficiency. Similar coupling behaviour occurs with changes 
in the antenna substrate thickness and dielectric constant. 
3.3 Verification of FD-TD: Sn Analysis 
In this section, performances of the simple rectangular patch, EMC 
patch and aperture-coupled patch will be given in terms of their retum loss, 
Sii, and the excitation of standing wave patterns on the patch, inside dielectric 
substrate and also on the radiating patch. The results are obtained using FD-
TD simulation and then compared with measurements. In the FD-TD 
simulation, a guassian pulse is fed into the patch from the microstrip line. The 
pulse width in space is narrow enough to obtain good resolution. Therefore, 
the voltage and the current will be recorded at the 50 ohms matched by the 
terminated load of the antenna. Here the characteristic impedance of the 
transmission line is also 50 ohms. We call this a matched resistive source. 
The Sii parameter can be calculated postprocessing by the use of FFT (Fast 
Fourier Transform) as follows: 
FFT{V{t))工 
— F F r ( / ( 0 ) 0 
11 — FFT{V{t)) I z ’ (3.19) 
FFT{I{t)) “ 
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Where Z � i s equal to 50 ohms, 
Shown below are the parameters of the guassian pulse used: 
Guassian pulse parameters: 
Pulse_centre: 121At 
Pulse_decay: 34At 
Formulation: P(n) = 10^(exp(-( (nAt - Pulse_centre) / Pulse_decay)^)), where n 
is the time step in running. 
3.3.1 Analysis of Direct Fed Rectangular Patch Antenna 
Shown below is the input data in the FD-TD simulation for the inset 
fed patch shown in the figure (3.2): 
Antenna Parameters: 
Length of the patch = 29.4882 mm 
Width of the patch = 32.25 mm 
Feed point inside the edge of the patch = 10.4076 mm 
Width of the feed line = 4.3 mm (characteristic impedance approx. =50 ohms) 
Substrate parameters: 8r = 4.4; thickness = 2.3 mm 
Parameters in FD-TD computation: 
Ax = 0.5782 mm 
Ay = 0.5735 mm 
Az = 0.575 mm 
At = 8.5x 10_i3(s) 
Number of time steps used = 8192 
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Simulation and Measurement results: 
Current in the time domain 
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Figure 3.8: The simulated result of the current in time domain 
Voltage in the time domain 
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Figure 3.9: The simulated result of the voltage in time domain 
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S11 with the frequency of the patch 
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Figures (3.8) and (3.9) show the current and the voltage recorded at the 
end of the transmission line away from the patch (see figure (3.2)). Applying 
FFT to the current and voltage and using equation (2.19), the frequency 
response obtained is shown in figure (3.10). The resonant frequency of the 
direct feed patch is about 2.48 GHz with Sn at about -17.5 dB. Using -10 dB 
as the reference for the bandwidth, the patch achieves about 4% bandwidth at 
the resonant frequency of 2.48 GHz. Compared with measurement, the 
resonant frequency is 2.495 GHz with Sn at -16 dB. And the measured 
bandwidth is about 4.5%. A remarkable agreement between FD-TD analysis 
and measurement is achieved. 
Figure (3.11) shows the excited standing waves of the x-y plane, the 
total E-field in the substrate and on the radiating patch. It is the near field plot 
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of the patch antenna, due to a sinusoidal source at the resonant frequency. 
This shows that the E-field mainly concentrates at the two radiating edges. 
Comparing to the two vertical edges, the E-field strengths are relatively low. 
This indicates that the cross polarization of this antenna is low when the feed 
point is at the middle of the horizontal edge. 
The standing pattern of E-field on the radiating patch 1 ^6 -mmmt： 
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X / m m Figure 3.11: The standing total E-field excited on the x-y plane in the patch. 
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3.3.2 Analysis of EMC Patch Antenna 
Two simulations were carried out for the EMC patch. Shown below 
are the input data in the FD-TD simulations for the EMC patch shown in the 
figure (3.3): 
EMC patch 1: 
Length of the patch = 28.6 mm 
Width of the patch = 28.6 mm 
Lf 二 14.3mm(-l /4 X )^ 
Wf = 1.3 mm (characteristic impedance approx. =50 ohms) 
Substrate parameters (both substrates are same): 8r = 4.4; thickness = 0.8 mm 
Parameters in FD-TD computation: 
Ax = 0.325 mm 
Ay = 0.325 mm 
Az 二 0.2666667 mm 
At = 5.5x 10_i3(s) 
No. of time steps used = 30000 
EMC patch 2: 
Length of the patch = 26.557 mm 
Width of the patch = 26.715 mm 
Lf = 13 .529mm(� l /4 Xg) 
Wf = 4.11 mm (characteristic impedance approx. =50 ohms) 
Substrate parameters (both substrates are same): £r = 4.4; thickness = 2.3 mm 
Parameters in FD-TD computation: 
Ax = 0.501078181 mm 
Ay = 0.51375mm 
Az = 0.575 mm 
At = 8.5x 10_i3(s) 
Number of time steps used = 30000 
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Simulation and Measurement results: 
Current in the time domain 
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Figure 3.13: The simulated results of the voltage for the substrate 0.8 mm and 2.3 mm used for EMC patch 
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Figure 3.14: The Sn ofEMC patch with difference 0.8 mm and 2.3 mm, and comparison 
with measurement 
Figures (3.12) and (3.13), show the current and voltage recorded at the 
feed line terminal respectively. In general, the guassian pulse energy has 
almost decayed to zero when 30000 time steps are used in the simulation. The 
resonant frequencies of the two different EMC patches are the same at 2.385 
GHz with Sii at -23dB (see figure 3.14). This compares well with 
measurement, where the resonant frequency of the EMC patch is about 2.43 
GHz and Sn at -26 dB. Moreover, the simulated bandwidth is 4 % at resonant 
frequency for the 0.8 mm EMC patch that is similar to measurement. The 
bandwidth increases to 7.9 % if a substrate thickness of 2.3 mm is used. The 
bandwidth of the patch can be increased with thicker substrate. 
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3.3.3 Analysis of Aperture-Coupled Patch Antenna 
The following is the input data in the FD-TD simulation for the 
aperture-coupled patch shown in the figure (3.5) and (3.6): 
Antenna parameters: 
Length of the patch = 29.699 mm 
Width of the patch = 26 mm 
Aperture slot dimensions: La = 10.25 mm; Wa= 1.025 mm 
L s = 1 3 . 1 1 m m ( l / 4 X g ) 
Wf= 1.5 mm (characteristic impedance approx. =50 ohms) 
Substrate parameters (both substrates are same): 8r = 4.4; thickness = 0.8 mm 
Parameters in FD-TD computation: 
Ax = 0.375 mm 
Ay = 0.375 mm 
Az = 0.2666667 mm 
At = 5.51258x 10_i3(s) 
Number of time steps used = 20000 
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Simulation results: 
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Figure 3.15: The simulated result ofthe current ofthe aperture-coupled patch 
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Figure 3.16: The simulated result of the voltage of the aperture-coupled patch 
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Figure 3.17: The Sn in frequency obtained from simulation and measurement for the 
aperture-coupled patch 
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Figures (3.15) and (3.16) show the current and voltage recorded 
respectively. The resonant frequency obtained in simulation and measurement 
are 2.42 and 2.44 GHz respectively. For the resonant frequency, the error 
between simulation and measurement is only 0.819%. On the Sn plot, figure 
3.16, the calculated bandwidth for the aperture-coupled patch on the 0.8-mm 
substrate is only 2% at the resonant frequency. The measured bandwidth is 
3.5%. The near field cross polarization of the patch is very low. Figure (3.17) 
shows that the fields on the antenna patch are concentrated on both horizontal 
edges. The fields found at the side edges are low. This is because the 
orientation of aperture slot controls the polarization of the radiation very well. 
Figure (3.18) shows that the feed line is completely shielded by the middle 
ground plane. This can be shown from the plot of the standing waves on the 
radiating patch showing not much was leaking out from the feed line. 
Unfortunately, the feed line does give strong back lobe to the patch. This is 
one of the main drawbacks of this kind of patch. 
In addition, when using 0.8mm thick substrate, strong coupling occurs 
between the feed line and the patch through the aperture slot. The values of 
the E-field components on the radiating patch are much higher than the other 
two kinds of patch antennas (Direct feed and EMC patches). 
3.4 Verification of FD-TD: Radiation Pattern Analysis 
Applying the pure scattered-field formulation in the FD-TD method, 
incident plane wave source is modeled, which illuminates the antenna array. 
Each antenna will receive part of the energy and this energy will propagate 
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along the microstrip line is ended by a matched resistive load. We need to 
verify the scattered-field formulation, and check that the whole simulation is 
valid by comparing its measurement results. There are two simple methods to 
do this; the absolute approach and the relative approach. We will discuss the 
two possible methods individually and the results will be compared with 
measurement. 
3.4.1 The Absolute and Relative Approaches 
The Absolute Approach 
Using the absolute method, we excite a single incident plane wave of 
certain field strength toward the antenna. The antenna will pick up the signal 
and produce a certain voltage at the terminal, which is then measured. The 
methodology is shown in figure (3.19). 
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Figure 3.19: The measurement setup 
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Figure (3.19) shows the test antenna placed in an anechoic chamber 
with a distance, d, to the transmitter. Here the transmitter is a known hom 
antenna. The distance d is far enough to make sure a plane wave impinges 
upon the antenna. In the anechoic chamber, all the antennas are aligned along 
the z-axis. Hence, the polarizations of both antennas are matched. The tested 
antenna is rotated at angles of ^ about z-axis, and then the received voltage in 
dBv is measured using a spectrum analyzer. We also model the entire set-up 
in FD-TD simulations. 
We need to find out the incident E-field component (z-polarized) at the 
center point of the tested antenna or at some reference plane. We use that 
value for the E-field component of the plane wave in the FD-TD 
computations. To find out the E-field component, we can use a calibrated 
horn antenna, this replaces the test antenna. We would like to know the E-field 
magnitude of the plane wave, so that the two hom antennas are co-aligned to 
each other (set ^ =0). Therefore, the received voltage from the hom antenna 
can be measured. We then use equation (3.20) to calculate E-field magnitude 
dBv / M (illu min ation) 
=dBv(measured) + Antenna Factor{hom) + Cable loss{dB) 
(3.20) 
The Antenna Factor is given by the manufacturer, and the cable loss is easily 
found in calibration. Consequently, the real illuminating E-field component is 
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obtained. By comparing the received voltages in simulation and in 
measurement, we can verify the accuracy of the FD-TD simulation. 
The Relative Approach 
The relative approach is a method to identify the relative difference in 
the measurement and its corresponding simulation. Thus, it is a method of 
pattern comparison. We do not compare the absolute voltage received from 
the tested antenna. This approach is based on the far-field receiving pattem of 
the tested antenna. We use the angle cj) = 0 �a s the reference since the 
maximum received voltage will be at this angle. We are not concerned with 
the power radiated from the transmitter and the E-field component of the plane 
wave in the FD-TD simulation. Although this method cannot completely 
verify the FD-TD code, it shows the receiving pattem. The actual difference 
between the two patterns should be a constant. 
3.4.2 The Inset Fed Patch Antenna 
We use a rectangular patch as our test object, the patch is resonant at 
2.49 GHz, and similar to the patch described in chapter 3.3.1. We first 
measure the radiation pattem of the patch when the patch is running in the 
reception mode. The patch is illuminated by a plane wave source. The plane 
wave is generated from a hom antenna with vertical polarization. Then the 
rectangular patch is placed on the tumtable in the anechoic chamber. The 
tumtable is tumed from O°to 360�. The separation between the patch and the 
radiating hom satisfies the far-field distance requirement. Therefore, the patch 
will experience a plane wave illumination. The received voltages in (dB^iv) 
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are then measured. Next, we measure the E-field component at the location of 
the tested patch. We use a reference hom with factory supplied parameters. 
We measure the received voltage at different incident wave angles, using the 
maximum received voltage from the horn as the reference. Jn this case, both 
horn antennas in the anechoic chamber are aligned, so that the reference hom 
antenna will receive the maximum power. Furthermore, the angle 中 under this 
condition is equal to zero. 
In the measurement, the antenna factor is about 29.375 dB at the 
frequency 2.49 GHz, and cable loss is found as 5.8 dB. Applying equation 
(3.20), the measured E-field vertical component is 0.58919 Y M (volt/meter). 
Afterwards, the reference horn antenna is replaced by the testing patch. 
Voltage (dBv) measurements are taken, of the radiation pattem received at the 
terminal of the patch. 
In the FD-TD simulation, we set the E-field component as 100V7M in 
the FD-TD domain. Below, figure (3.20) shows the comparison between 
simulation and measurement. The average difference is 1.643 dBv and the 
standard deviation is 0.212 dB. This error may be caused by the SMA 
launcher used on the patch, which is not calibrated in the measurement. Also, 
some additional loss in the patch may not have been fully modeled in the FD-
TD simulation. Li the simulation, the patch is terminated by a perfectly 
matched load so that no reflection occurs in this place. In the actual case, 
reflection and loss will occur at the SMA launcher. The radiation pattem 
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Figure 3.20; The simulation and measurement results. 
3.5 Summary 
Verification o f FDTD method is carried out in this chapter. Three 
kinds o f microstrip patches: simple rectangular patch, EMC patch, and 
aperture-coupled patch, are simulated and measured. The simulated S!i o f all 
three patches show good agreement with the measurements, wi th an average 
o f 4.25 dB error. The resonant frequencies are also accurate with an average 
error o f 1.28%. The differences are mainly caused by variations o f the 
material properties. For the scattered-field formulation in FDTD, we model a 
receiving antenna illuminated by a single ray with various incoming angles. 
We compared the received voltage from simulation and the received voltage 
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from measurement. The average difference of the received voltage is 1.643 
dBv, and the standard deviation obtained is 0.212 dBv. The receiving pattem 
of simulation closely follows that of the measurement. From these 
comparisons, we follow the general accuracy and applicability of our code in 
the study of diversity patch arrays. 
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Chapter 4: Space Diversity Design 
4.1 Introduction 
Diversity is a powerful communication receiver technique that 
provides performance improvement at relatively low costs. Diversity exploits 
the random nature of radio propagation by receiving independent or at least 
highly uncorrelated signals. The main idea is to use multiple antennas to 
receive the signal. The system may choose the strongest signal or the signal 
with best quality. 
This chapter will discuss closed space diversity; where the separation 
between antenna elements is very small. Some novel designs of two-element 
rectangular patch diversity array and three-element rectangular patch diversity 
array are discussed. Also, analyses of various designs are carried out using 
FD-TD method with the pure scattered-field formulation. Measurements are 
also carried out. The main goal of the simulation is to minimize the coupling 
effect among the antennas. Li order to achieve the least possible correlation, 
the antennas should be uncoupled. Jn the simulations, we excite multiple 
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plane waves to illuminate the diversity antenna arrays in order to simulate 
diversity performances. Experimentally, the two-element version is tested in a 
worst case scenario; deep shadow region inside a building, demonstrating 
strong diversity improvement. 
4.2 How Space Diversity Antenna Works 
In this section, we would like to illustrate how space diversity arrays 
with the antenna separation distances of 0.334 and 0.477 入。(wavelength in 
free space), operate in a multipath environment. Referring to figure (4.2)，in 
the simulations, the incoming E field is defined as (IEincl, cp ,9, cj), xj/). Here 
IEincl and q> are respectively the magnitude and initial phase of the incident 
field. 0 and (j> are respectively the angles of the incident ray where are 
relative to the +z-axis of the lattice. And, \|/ is the polarization angle. 
We excite two incident plane waves in the FD-TD domain, where 
source 1 and source 2 are defined as (IEincl, 7i/2,0i, (j>i, 0) and (IEincl, 
7C/2 or 371/2, 02,如， i^) respectively. The frequencies of the two sources are 
the same, so that we simulate a classical two-ray multipath environment. The 
magnitudes of the two waves are the same to simulate a "worst case，，scenario, 
where the multipath is of the same magnitude as the signal. The phase ¢2 of 
(source 2) was such that destructive interference with (source 1) would happen 
either at the centre of the ANT1 or ANT2. This antenna is called the null 
antenna. As an example, 10 null cases are tested in order to justify the 
operation of space diversity antenna. The configuration of the diversity 
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antenna in the FD-TD domain is shown in figure (4.1). The angles 0i and 02 
are chosen randomly in the range (0 < 0i or 02 < 90�). Tables (4.1) shows the 
voltage received in dBv for diversity array with 0.334 X�and 0.477 Xo antenna 
separation. 
0.334 Xo Antenna Separat ion 
Case 9i 62 ANT 1 (dBv) ANT 2 (dBv) Nuli Ant. no Absolute di f ference (dB) 
1 ~~45 ^ -11.699159 -3.0568767 i 8.6422824 
~ ^ 30 63 3.4740679 0.9046549 2 2.569413 
~ S 4 0 ~ ~ ^ 1.7396483 10.738838 i 8.9991897 
~~4 4 0 ~ ~ 3 T ~ ~ - 0 . 0 5 8 5 9 1 5 10.908462 1 10.967054 
“ 5 30 ^ 1.0737382 -3.7363656 2 4.8101038 
~~6 37 ^ -15.438777 -5.2953707 1 10.143406 
~ 7 r r ~ ~ ^ 9.4062095 3.7805604 2 5.6256491 
~~8 45 50 -12.603672 -14.817283 2 2 .2136102 
“ 9 ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ - 0 . 9 1 1 5 8 1 1 7.4848084 1 8.3963895 
~ l 0 4 7 ~ ~ ^ 9.237369 -0.4824785 2 9.7198475 
~ M e a n s 7 .2086945 
0.477 Xo Antenna Separat ion 
Case 9i 92 ANT 1 (dBv) ANT 2 (dBv) Null Ant. no Absolute di f ference (dB) 
~ 1 4 5 ~ ~ ~ ^ -7.84205 -1.53007 1 6.3119737 
" ~ 2 3 0 ~ ~ 6 3 6.33705 1.982095 2 4 .3549552 
" ~ 3 4 0 ~ ~ ^ -2.66605 12.20004 1 14.866086 
~ ~ 4 4 0 ~ ~ 3 T -5.27624 10.85166 1 16.1279 
""^5 3 0 ~ ~ 5 0 4.020793 -2.44357 2 6 .4643668 
~ 6 3 7 ~ ~ ^ -17.3398 -2.65074 1 14.689054 
~ ~ 7 r r ~ ~ ^ 9.700002 1.203895 2 8.4961078 
~ ~ 8 4 5 ~ ~ 5 0 -9.3441 -13.7223 2 4.3782214 ~ 
~ ~ 9 ^ ~ ~ ^ -8.91349 3.625268 1 12.538756 
10 4 7 ~ ~ ^ 6.699313 -6.42196 2 13.121273 
~ M e a n s 10.134869 
Table 4.1 Voltage received in dBv for diversity array with 0.334 and 0.477 Xo antenna separation 
Note: Angle O2with star sign f*) means the angle ¢2 =270". 
Table (4.1) indicates that the voltage received (dBv) by the null antenna can be 
10 dB smaller than that of the other antenna. In this case, if a switch is 
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implemented in the diversity antenna array, the link maintains operation by 
choosing the antenna with the stronger received signal. Furthermore, the table 
shows that the separation of the elements can be a significant factor in the 
design. For example, in the third case, (Null Antenna Number = 1，02 = 40 
and 02= 20*), the received voltage at ANT2 are 10.74 and 12.200 dBv for 
0.334 and 0.477 Xo element separation respectively. Overall, the mean 
differences are 7.2 and 10.13 dB for the 0.334 and 0.477 Xo cases respectively. 
This illustrates that better performance can be achieved when the separation of 
the elements is 0.477 Xo. Coupling between elements will degrade diversity 
performance. This is usually attributed to the surface waves excited in the 
substrate and the sky waves interactions. 
Figure (4.1) shows the interactions between the two patches. There are 
the sky wave coupling and the surface wave coupling. The sky wave is 
created by re-radiation from the patch and the scattering of the plane wave. 
The sky wave may affect the other patch on the substrate. Surface waves will 
also be formed in the substrate. 
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Figure 4.1: Interactions between two patches 
4.3 Criteria for Evaluation and Optimization of Diversity 
Performance 
In the previous section, we have demonstrated diversity gain of a dual 
patch diversity antenna when one of the elements experiences the destructive 
interference of two incoming rays. We know that the fluctuation of signals is 
caused by constructive and destructive interference between multipath signals. 
The distance between a peak and a null may be fractions of a wavelength, the 
exact amount depending on the offset distance between the signal path and 
multipath. Ideally, if we have a diversity array where the antenna elements are 
separated by that same distance then we can usually get a strong signal by 
selection combining. However, in reality, when the antenna elements are 
placed too close together, they couple with each other and will tend to receive 
as if there is only one antenna. Of course, if we separate the antennas many 
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wavelengths apart, the signal they receive will be uncorrelated. This is usually 
the case in mobile phone base stations, where diversity antennas may be 
separated by 20 wavelengths. However, for cordless phone base stations we 
cannot separate them too far apart due to the size constraint; so, the best we 
can do is to minimize the coupling between the antenna elements so that they 
operate as if they are uncoupled elements. Therefore, throughout the analysis 
of closed space diversity antenna system, our goal is to minimize the coupling 
effect among the antenna elements. Our criteria for determining the 
performance of a space diversity antenna is by comparing it with an isotropic 
uncoupled antenna array, in terms of the ratio of power between elements; and 
also by comparing it with a single patch, in terms of the absolute power 
received. We will elaborate on this later. 
In this study, we restrict our study of the diversity antenna array to an 
indoor environment on the same floor. In other words, the handset and the 
base station are on the same horizontal level so that waves propagate on the 
same horizontal plane. Therefore, we only deal with plane waves propagating 
parallel to the y-z plane (refer to the figure (4.1)). 
In the simulations, we excite two plane waves impinging on the 
diversity antenna array (as shown in figure (4.3)), where the rays will 
constructively interfere at the centre of ANT1. In an ideal situation, the power 
received at the terminal of ANT1 would be a maximum. We vary the 
incoming angle of one incoming wave (¾) while fixing the other one. For 
each angle, we record the voltage received at the two antennas. After that, we 
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repeat the same calculation for an array of isotropic antenna elements 
assuming no coupling exists, ln both cases, we calculate the ratio between the 
voltage received at one antenna to that of the other antenna. Note that we only 
vary the angle 02 for one quadrant: because by symmetry, we will get the same 
result for the other quadrant, with the voltage received at the two antennas 
being reversed. 
We set the power of incident rays the same to simulate a worst case 
scenario: when one of the multipaths is comparable in power to the main path. 
The resultant signal strength will be very low if the two signals are 180° out of 
phase. We fix one of the rays to normal incidence on the patch; this is to 
excite maximum surface wave for the worst case coupling between the 
diversity patches. This is a worst case situation because maximum coupling 
between the two closely spaced diversity patches will happen either by 
resonant field or surface wave inside the substrate. Figure (4.2) shows 
standing wave excitations in the substrate when a single ray impinges on the 
antenna with the incident angle, "Theta". Notice that maximum near field 
excitation both directly underneath (Theta = 0°) and near to the patch happens 
for normal incidence. Therefore, for our simulations, we have one incoming 
plane wave fixed at normal incidence and the other wave at various theta's: 
from 0 �t o 9C)0. 
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Figure 4.2: The stand near field excited in the substrate for a single patch 
Figure (4.3) shows the simulation setup where we simulate the 
received terminal voltage of the diversity patch array, as well as that of the 
isotropic uncoupled antenna array. We now have two curves, 
f � � � fV^sol] 
—�2 dB and - ^ dB, as a function of 02. We then qualitatively compare 
^ ^ patchl ) V ^ iso,l J 
the two curves, and consider the elements "approximately uncoupled" if the 
two curves show similar trends. This hypothesis is further confirmed if the 
received power of ANT1 is the same as a single patch. The single patch 
simulation thus serves as a control for comparison. The antenna array, with 
ratio of power between its elements similar to that of an isotropic un-coupled 
array and with its absolute received power similar to that of a single patch, 
will be considered as a relatively good diversity design in this thesis. 
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Dual patch diversity antenna Isotropic uncoupled diversity antenna 
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Figure 4.3: The simulation setup: (1) dual patch diversity array, (2) dual isotropic 
uncoupled array, (3) single patch control element 
On the other hand, we simulation 10 cases with various combinations 
of two incident rays impinging on a two-patch diversity antenna array. In all 
cases, the two rays will destructively interfere at the center ofeither one ofthe 
antennas (ANT1 or ANT2). We call this antenna the null antenna. The 
incident directions (Oi and 62) of the rays are chosen randomly. Then we 
evaluate their diversity performance in terms of the diversity gain, or simply 
the increase in received power compared with a single patch. 
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4.4 Simple Approach for Two-Patch Diversity Array 
The patches (see figure (4.4)), 28.9 mm long, 32.25 mm wide and 
• 
resonant at 2.49 GHz, are printed on a FR-4 circuit board with e^  = 4.4，tan 5c 
=0.018 and ^r = 1. The vector components of the E-field are analytically 
calculated from equation (2.41) with respect to space and time throughout the 
simulation. In all cases concerned, the magnitudes of the incident plane waves 
are the same. 
Z “ AWT1 ._ matched terminal with 50 Q ^ _ ^ T 2 
\ Z ^^^^ / 
. ^ ^ b r j ^ ^ r 、“ 
••:^^^^^ 8^1裝1^ _^薩義纖議_纏111_麗_證_丨81^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ _^^^^^^^^^^^ 
z 7 — Y ^ 
j ^ ^ ^ ^ / \ 2.3mm FR-4 "^^"^^ \ separation d 
/ I \ 
- �y . \ \_ — x-directed 
/ \-—i =二 polarization FD-TD domain 
J ^ r \ ^ ^ 
y^ \ \ -— Source2:(IEi„e2l’q^ ，e2，7t/2，0) ^ 
X / \ antennas face -z-axis Z \ —_ Source 1: (IEindl, 0，0，71/2，0) 
Figure 4.4: The configuration of the array and the incident source 
To analyze the coupling effect between the two antenna elements, we 
set two different plane waves (IEincil, 0，0，7tll, 0) and (lEindl (Pz fe 7r/2, 0) as 
the incident sources where polarization of both waves are x-directed. The 
magnitude of the two incoming waves are the same, i.e., IEincil = IEinc2l = 100 
(V/m). The phase 92 of source 2 is such that constructive interference with 
source 1 would happen at the centre of ANT1 (see figure 4.4) for different 
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02’s. This implies that if the two antennas had no coupling, the power 
received at ANT1 should be larger than or equal to ANT2. 
In the problem domain, the distances between the two elements are 
0.277, 0.334, 0.477 and 0 . 7 1 5 �( w a v e l e n g t h in free space), and for all 
separation distances, the angles of 62 are 0，71/12，7C/6,71/4，71/3，and 
571/12 radian. As mentioned before, the diversity antenna array is symmetrical 
and we only need to vary the angle 62 form 0 to n/2. 
4.4.1 Performance as a Function of Antenna Separation 
Theoretical Comparison 
For this particular incoming wave configuration, table (4.2) shows the 
received power at the terminals of the two antenna elements, ANT1 and 
ANT2, for various separation distances and incident angles. A single patch 
positioned at the same place as ANT1 is also simulated as a reference. The 
data shows that the received power increased with the separation distance 
between the patches, reaching a plateau when d is about 0.477 入。.For 
instance, when the angle 62 was zero degree, the received power increased 
from 10.72994 to 14.0955 dBv when we varied d from 0.277 Xo to 0.715 Xo. 
However, at separation distances, 0.477 入。and 0.715 Xo, we found that there 
was no significant improvement. In both cases, the performance of ANT1 was 
similar to that of the single patch. It showed that 0.477 入。separation distance 
would be acceptable if we want to minimize the size of our system. 
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d/K Single patch 0.277 0.334 0.477 0.715 
仏/deg ~~ANT1 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 
0 14.46241 10.72994 10.72994 11.97492 11.97492 13.48113 13.48113 14.09550 14.09550 
Is 14.19479 8.83618 11.75981 10.73240 12.67935 13.36111 12.68851 13.97481 12.21131 
30 13.66500 7.50123~"11.59935 10.09106 12.64612 13.20373 9.96792 13.49368 5.81507 
^ 12.90281 7.92336 10.48990 9.76364 10.38199 12.67890 5.87880 12.82570 0.01815 
60 12.05120 6.65227 8.92620 9.28684 8.44622 11.76662 4.21260 12.11232 6.47430 
75 11.17221 6.33660 7.48742 8.63877 7.21661 10.73729 5.37109 11.44001 8.58986 
Table 4.2: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array with various separation distances 
Table (4.3) shows the ratio of received power (in dB) of ANT2 versus 
that of ANT1. In one case, we simulated using isotropic elements/no 
coupling. In the other case, we simulated using real patches. The data shows 
that in some cases, ANT2 will receive more power than ANT1 when three is 
the separation is small, such as 0.277 and 0.334 Xo. In these cases, the 
coupling effect between elements was strong (see figure (4.5) and (4.6) 
respectively) such that the received power of ANT1 was lower than expected. 
“ ^ ~ 0.277 0.334 0.477 OjIs 
02/deg Patch Isotropic Patch Isotropic Patch Isotropic Patch Isotropic 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I5 2.92364 -0.2191 1.94696 -0.3098~~-0.67260 -0.68320 -1.76350 -1.55330 
30 4.09812 -0.8379 2.55506 -1.1980 -3.23581 -2.76630 -7.67860 -7.23830 
45 2.56654 -1.7352 0.61836 -2.5234 -6.80010 -6.37000 -12.80755 -36.5549 
60 2.27393 -2.7029 -0.84062 -4.0115 -7.55402 -11.7819 -5.63802 -8.80700 
75 1.15082 -3.4640 -1.42216~~-5.2354 -5.36620~~-19.2400 -2.85014 -5.02480 
Table 4.3: Ratio of Power (P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1)) in 迎 for diversity patch and isotropic uncoupled antenna array. 
Figure (4.5) shows that for the case of element separation 0.277 Xo and 
02 = 30。，the power received by ANT1 is 4 dB less than the power received by 
ANT2. In these cases, ANT2 received a strong signal, but ANT1 did not. The 
performance of ANT1 is seriously affected by the coupling effect when the 
antennas are closely packed. Furthermore, the magnitude of the standing field 
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excited on the radiating patch (ANT1) is much less than that of the other patch 
(ANT2). We know that the two incident plane waves will be adding 
constructively at the centre of patch ANT1. In this case, patch ANT2 should 
receive less power, since the resultant incident power is less than that at the 
location o fANTl . But the result is just the opposite. Figure (4.6) shows the 
case when the element separation increases to 0.334 X�. The coupling is 
reduced with greater separation. In this case, 02 = 30°, the surface wave 
interaction still enhances the performance of the ANT2, because the voltage 
received by ANT2 (12.67935 dBv) is higher than that received by ANT1. 
This value is also greater than the received voltage in the case 02 = 0 � 
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Figure 4.5: The standing wave excited in the patch for 0.277 Xg case when 62=30" 
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Figure 4.6: The standing wave excited in the patch for 0.334 Xo case when 02=30� Experimental Comparison 
In this section, two-element arrays with 0.277, 0.477 and 0.715 入。 
separation distances between the elements were tested in an indoor 
environment. Figure (4.7) shows the floor plan as well as the diversity array 
location (height=212cm). The receiving diversity array was mounted on the 
pillar facing south. The transmitter (monopole, height =160cm) was placed on 
a constant speed trolley running along the corridor marked by the dotted line. 
Notably, this region of the building was a deep shadow region. In this 
location, this layout created a worst case scenario. In the experiment, all the 
antennas were vertically polarized. In addition, a single patch antenna was 
also measured as a reference. 86 
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Figure 4.7: Floor plan ofthe building under measurement 
Figures (4.8) and (4.9) show the received power versus time for a 
single patch antenna and a diversity array with 0.477 Xo separation. The 
threshold for fading was set at -110 dBm, which was the sensitivity limit of 
many wireless systems on the market. Judging from the graph，the 
improvement in the fading rate and maximum fading depth for the diversity 
array over the single patch antenna was quite significant; the fading rate was 
reduced by approximately 10 times, while the maximum fading depth was 
improved by approximately 20 dB. 
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Table (4.4) lists the diversity performance of the arrays with three 
different element separations, compared to a single element non-diversity 
situation. With the introduction of the diversity technique, the fading rates and 
the percentage of time when signal fell below the threshold were significantly 
improved. For example, the fading rate of 97.1 fades>^s obtained in the case 
of single patch is reduced to 9.8 when the element separation of the two 
patches is 0.477 入。.Although the coupling effect was quite severe in the case 
of element separation equal to 0.277 k � , the diversity performance obtained is 
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still better than the case of single patch. This results show that switched 
diversity system is a powerful tool for the space diversity array. 
Separation Antenna % of signals Fading Max. fading Max. fading Average fading Std. Deviation of 
(d) in X„ Type < threshold rate (/ks) Depth (dBm) duration (s) duration (s) fade duration (s) 
0.277 Diversity 0 ^ 3^3 -114.26 0.8158 o I ^ 02230 
0.477 Diversity 0 2 l ^ -111.97 0.5097 o I u l o I ^ 
0.715 Diversity 0 ^ ‘ ~ ~ l 9 J -116.14 0.6084 0 2 ^ 0 ^ 
Single pa tch Onlyl ^ 97 l -132.89 2.2632 o I m 0 4 5 ^ 
Table 4.4: Comparisons of different separations patch array diversity in measurements 
For the three diversity distances, all of them gave over 15dB 
improvement in the maximum fading depth. The lowest fading rate, 9.8 ms ' \ 
and the smallest "maximum fade duration", 0.5097 s, were obtained when the 
separation distance was set to 0.477 人。.The version with 0 . 7 1 5 入。element 
separation actually gave a slightly worse performance than the version with 
0.477 Xo separation, thereby indicating that the performance had peaked and 
may be oscillating mildly. 
4.5 Novel Designs for Performance Improvement 
In the previous simulations, space diversity antennas are analysed 
using the FD-TD simulations and measurements. The optimized separation of 
the elements is about 0.477 Xo. And the results point out that the coupling 
effect among the antennas with closed separation will degrade the 
performance of the reception capability of both ANT1 and ANT2. 
In this section, our goal is to further reduce the size for the space 
diversity antenna array. Based on the analysis of the two patches diversity 
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array, we will look at ways to minimize the coupling effect among antennas. 
The surface waves and sky waves will be our main concerns. We will point 
out ways to reduce the coupling effect from the surface waves and the sky 
waves in the coming sections. 
4.5.1 Shorting Post Isolation 
To reduce the coupling effect, we may add some shorting posts and 
metal plate at the middle of two patches as shown in figure (4.10). The short 
posts separation is about 1.5 mm in this design. We start by using only 
shorting posts on the array. Then we add the metal separation plate. The 
heights of the metal plate; hm, are 4.6, 6.9, and 14.95 mm. The patch 
separation distances, d, are 0.277, 0.334, 0.477 and 0.715 Xo, The diversity 
antenna arrays are compared. The simulation approach and the measurement 
procedures are the same as that of the previous section (4.4). 
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Figure 4.10: The layout of two patch diversity with short posts and metal plate at the 
middle 
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Analysis of Simulation Results 
In the presence of via holes and metal plates of various heights at the 
middle of the array, tables (4.5) to (4.8) show the received power at the 
terminals of the two antenna elements, (ANT1 and ANT2); results are given 
for various separation distances, and at incident angle 02. A single patch 
positioned at the same place as ANT1 was also simulated as a reference. The 
data shows that the received power at ANT1 increases almost in almost all 
cases. 
~ D ^ ~ ~ Single patch 0.277 0.334 f 0.477 0.715 
02/deg ANT1 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANXl~~ ANT2 
0 14.46241 12.77341 12.77341 12.6198 12.6198 13.59093 13.59093 14.20457 14.20457 
Ts 14.19479~"11.39152 13.16595 11.40959 13.0772 13.43122 12.75627 14.09758 12.37196 
30 13.66500 9.900261 12.43544 10.68013 12.13913 13.18929 9.940118 13.53402 6.237873 
45 12.90281 8.982738 10.92363 10.26705 10.20187 12.6014 5.592447 12.71045 -1.64602 
60 12.05120 8.501735 9.253935 9.731169 8.148897 11.67178 3.66392 11.89254 5.290182 
75 11.17221 8.120218 8.062015 9.023525 7.061448 10.64789 5.400719 11.1867 7.611045 
Table 4.5: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array (only via case) with various 
separation distances 
~~瓦、~~ Single patch 0.277 0.334 0.477 0?7l5 
Gz/deg ANT1 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 l N x I ~ ~ ANT2 
0 14.46241 11.23987 11.23987 12.95772 12.95772 13.61245 13.61245 14.19468 14.19468 
Ts 14.19479 10.63169 11.01541 12.33388 12.81885 13.43119 12.75619 14.10427 12.31882 
30 13.66500 9.869909 9.625179 11.82516 11.35858 13.30174 9.645604 13.54806 6.083311 
45 12.90281 9.098659 7.508462 11.30673 9.006609 12.67772 5.119658 ~12.7314 -1.48547 
60 12.05120 8.264518 ~~5.63934 10.56575 6.967346 11.72193 3.483199 11.91644 5.432348 
^5 11.17221 7.38589 4.917884 9.665377 6.453679 10.68175 5.445641 11.20406 7.68418 
Table 4.6: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array (with via and hm = 4.3 mm) with 
various separation distances 
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~~瓦、~~" Single patch ois8 0 7 L0 L5 
e2/deg ~ ~ A N T 1 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 “ “ ANT2 
0 14.46241 10.97392 10.97392 “12.7909 “12.7909 13.61006 13.61006 14.18733 14.18733 
Is 14.19479 10.56436 10.63653 12.38518 12.44615 13.43122 12.75627 14.10843 12.27991 
30 13.66500 10.02665 9.093413 11.98551 10.78107 13.35637 9.435074 13.55662 5.970668 
^ 12.90281 9.344783 6.796588 11.43708 8.249612 12.71268 “4.79363 12.74631 -1.35651 
^5 12.05120 8.442051 4.821634 10.61755 6.228724 11.74211 3.397487 11.93512 5.537927 
75 11.17221 7.445746 4.249603 9.641464 ~~5.97562 10.69164 5.469876 11.21968 7.742151 
Table 4.7: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array (with via and hm = 6.9 mm) with 
various separation distances 
~ ^ ~ ~ Single patch ois8 0 7 L0 L5 
02/deg ANT1 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 
0 14.46241 9.084316 9.084316 12.07783 12.07783 13.53233 13.53233 ""^14.1287 ~"14.1287 
Is 14.19479 8.954019 8.374649 12.08286 11.22906 13.43119 12.75619 14.08644 12.10195 
30 13.66500 8.539351 6.395691 “11.8328 8.985219 13.42763 8.581907 13.56725 5.464403 
45 12.90281 7.82879 3.592513 11.22584 5.860343 12.74027 3.449641 “12 . 8165 -0.69839 
60 12.05120 6.852356 1.486067 ~10.2869 “3.93345 11.74957 3.120018 12.05033 6.03754 
~5 11.17221 5.740315 1.430895 “9.18064 4.482105 10.67633 5.549507 ~~11.3419 8.057608 
Table 4.8: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array (with via and hm= 14.95 mm) with 
various separation distances 
For the element separation of 0.477 and 0.715 入。，there is little 
improvement as compared to the previous approach (section 4.4)，in terms of 
the received voltage of ANT1 and ANT2. The received voltage of ANT1 
ranged between 13.4811dBv to 10.73729 dBv in the 0.477 入。case, and 
between 14.09550 dBv to 11.44001 dBv in 0.725 A,o case. These results are 
similar to the case of single patch. 
ANT2's performance is shown in figures (4.11) and (4.12)，in terms of 
the ratio of power (P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1)) in dB versus the incident angle 02. 
The ratios are compared with those obtained from uncoupled isotropic 
elements. The nearly overlapping curves show, they have a trend similar to 
that of isotropic elements. These results imply that the reception capability of 
antennas, ANT1 and ANT2, can be improved with the insertion of a grounded 
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metal plate. The only exception is when hm is 14.96 mm in the 0.477 入。 
separation array. The curve is very different from other curves. This is 
because the metal plate is so high that it blocks part of the incident wave when 
the element separation is close enough. This blocking phenomenon is also 
apparent when the element separation is equal to 0.277 入。. 
For angles 02 greater than 60° in 0.477 入。antenna separation and for 
angles 30o < 02 <60° in 0.715 入。antenna separation, ANT2 should experience 
a destructive interference of two incident rays. We expect the resultant power 
will be very small which is true for the isotropic uncoupled case. It is not true 
for microstrip antenna because it has a finite antenna aperture, so that the 
received power will not be too small. 
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Figure 4.11: P2(ANT2)yTl(ANTl) vs 02 for the case “0.477 入。antenna separation” 
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Figure 4.12: P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1) vs 62 for the case “0.715 K antenna separation" 
For the case where the element separation is 0.277 Xo, the array shows 
little improvement when via holes are added. However, the insertion of the 
metal plate adversely affects the performance of the array. For the case 62 = 
0。，the received voltage decreases from 12.77341 to 9.084316 dBv as we 
increase the height of the metal plate from 4.6 mm to 14.95 mm. This occurs 
because the two patches are very close. In fact, the distance between the edges 
of the patches and the metal plate is only 2 mm. Part of the incident rays will 
be blocked as shown in figure (4.13)，so that the received power of ANT2 will 
be reduced as we increase the height of the metal plate. On the other hand, 
both the reflection of the surface wave at the column of via holes and the 
diffraction at the edge of the metal plate (see figure 4.13) are observed in the 
near field plot. The energy densities are reduced at the locations indicated by 
the arrows. Therefore, the use of metal plate to isolate antenna elements may 
not be suitable when their separation is small. 
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Figure 4.13: The standing near fields in the substrate and on the radiating patch (h^ = 
14.95 mm and 82 = 45®) 
The biggest improvements are achieved in the case when the element 
separation is 0.334 Xo. When hm is 4.6 mm or 6.9 mm, the power received by 
ANT1 is more than ldB higher than the case without the metal plate (refer to 
table 4.2). The performance of ANT1 is in fact similar to that of a single 
patch. Compared with the isotropic uncoupled antenna, shown in figure 
(4.14), the differences may be the smallest when the metal plate height is 
equal to 4.6 mm. In this case, when the angle 62 is less than 40。，the curve 
overlaps the reference curve (isotropic / no coupling). It shows that the 
received voltage of ANT2 is slightly greater than the value expected. The 
received voltage of ANT1 is not degraded in this range. The results show that 
the received voltage can be maintained over 10 dBv in this range. For 02> 
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4 0 �t h e curve is slightly below the reference curve. This implies that the 
coupling effect and the sky wave effect slightly degrade the performance of 
ANT2. The analysis further shows that the array with element separation 
0.334 Xomd a metal plate ofheight 4.6 mm is the optimal arrangement. 
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Figure 4.14: P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1) vs 62 for the case "0.334 X�antenna separation" 
10 NuU Antenna Simulations 
Table (4.9) shows the combinations of the two incident rays impinging 
on the center of either ANT1 or ANT2 destructively, which is specified as the 
Null antenna number. The propagation directions of source 1 and source 2 are 
randomly chosen on which the incident fields are horizontal plane waves. The 
powers of both incident rays are the same. This is because we simulate the 
worst case situation of a multipath environment such that one significant 
mutlipath is comparable to the main path; the deep fade occurs provided that 
two incoming signals are out of phases at the location of the antenna. Under 
this circumstance, the energy received by the nuU antenna. 
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Null Antenna No. Source 1 (6i) Source 2 (62) 
1 — 45 59 
2 ^ ^ 
1 40 ^ 
1 40 ^ “ 
2 ^ ^ 
1 ^ ^ 
2 l7 ^ 
2 45 ^ 
1 ^ ^ 
2 一 47 M 
^ = 90 degrees except * means (j> =270 degrees 
Table 4.9: The combinations of two sources for 10 null antenna cases 
Table (4.10) shows the performances of two-patch diversity antenna 
arrays in terms of the diversity gains compared with a single patch, which 
experiences a deep fade. The diversity performance shows obviously 
enhancement with the increase of the element separation. The results of the 
twp patch diversity antenna array with no via (the earliest version), the 
diversity gain increases from 5.34 to 10.13 dB when the element separation 
varies form 0.277 to 0.477 入。. 
For the diversity antenna array with 0.277 element separation, the 
highest diversity gain obtained when the via holes are added. However, the 
diversity gain decreases with the insertions of metal plate. It phenomena can 
be explained that the incident rays are partially blocked by the metal plate so 
that the fields cannot reach the un-null antenna. 
For the versions of 0.344 Xo separation, the diversity gain increases to 
9.45 dB for the case of "hm = 4.6 mm". Afterwards, the diversity gain 
decreases to 8.45 dB for the case of "hm = 14.95". This means that the best 
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performance of the two-patch diversity antenna array with the element 
separation of 0.344 Xo obtained for the case of hm = 4.6 mm. For the higher 
metal plate, the blockage of incident fields is likely to happen so that the 
performance of the diversity array is degraded. 
For the versions of 0.477 入。separation, there is no significant 
enhancement in the diversity gain for the insertions of via holes and metal 
plate. The performance shows even worse for the case of hm = 114.95 mm. 
We can conclude that the insertions of via holes and metal plate are no use 
when the patches are far apart. 
^ Separation~~ ^ \ ^ ^ ^ 0.277 0.334 0.477 
( U ^ - ^  
No via 5M ^ 10.13 
With via only 7^^ ^ m 
hm = 4 .6~~ ^ ^ [ ^ 
hm = 6.9 ^ ^ 10,06 
hm = 14.95 ^ S ^ ^ 
Table 10: The diversity gains of different configurations of two-patch diversity antenna 
arrays 
Measurement 
We use the same measurement procedure (discussed in section 4.4.1) 
to analyse the performance of the diversity array, using metal plates of various 
heights. In these measurements, the room layout is different from the last 
measurement, due to the rearrangement of fumiture. Consequently, it is hard 
to compare this set of measurements with the measurements in section 4.4.1. 
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The measurement results are shown in table (4.11) to table (4.14). For 
this case, the element separation is equal to 0.277 ?l�. The overall performance 
degrades with the increase in the height of the metal plate. For instance, the 
percentage of signals less than the threshold (-110 dBm) increases from 
1.91%，for array without metal but with vias, to 8.1%, for array with via holes 
and metal plate height hm = 14.95 mm. In addition, the fading rate and the 
standard deviation of fade duration have similar trends. The fading rate 
increases from 52.52 to 138.66 (fades/ks). For the case hm = 14.96 mm, the 
results in table (4.14) show that a single patch has better performance 
compared with the 0.277 入。version in terms of the fading rate (119.75 / ks). 
This trend matches the results obtained in previous simulations. Jn the 
simulations, we observed that the overall performances of ANT1 and ANT2 in 
the 0.277 Xo version would be degraded by the use of metal plate; this occurs 
because part of the incident waves is blocked by the metal plate, and the 
reflection of the surface wave in the substrate at the location of via holes. 
In the tables, for the 0.477 Xo or 0.715 Xo versions, there is no 
significant additional improvement as shown from the tables. This implies 
that the insertions of via holes and metal plate do not result in significant 
improvement, in fact, at times, the performance may be slightly worse. For 
example, for the 0.477 入。version, the percentage of samples below the 
threshold increases to 0.92 when the 6.9 mm high metal plate is placed 
between the two patches. The fading rate is also increased to 23.109 fades/ks. 
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Separation Antenna % of signals Fading Max. fading Max. fading Average fading Std. Deviation of 
(d) in?i„ Type < threshold rate (/ks) Depth (dBm) duration (s) duration (s) fade duration (s) 
0.277 Diversity L9l 5 1 ^ -118.17 0.9035 o 3 ^ 0 ^ 
0.334 Diversity 0 ^ 23.109 -118.2742 0.904 0.42797 0 2 3 ^ 
0.477 Diversity 076 3 ^ 1 -116.211 0 ^ o I T ^ o I m 
0.715 Diversity 0 ^ 23.109 -115.942 0.4755 024M o I ^ 
Single patch onlyl 7 ^ 119.75 -126.29 1.7594 0.62486 OjJIo 
Table 4.11: Comparisons of different separations patch array (only via case) diversity in 
measurements 
Separation Antenna % of signals Fading Max. fading Max. fading Average fading Std. Deviation of 
(d) inA,,, Type < threshold rate (/ks) Depth (dBm) duration (s) duration (s) fade duration (s) 
0.277 Diversity L26 37.815 -117.2125 0.9511 0.33287 0 2 4 ^ 
0.334 Diversity ^03 18.908 -117.2125 0.57063 0.27675 0.20319 
0.477 Diversity 0^ 1 ^ -115.289 0.7608 0.31702 0.24013 
0.715 Diversity 0 ^ 23.109 -117.7267 0.66573 0.36745 0.20408 
Single patch onlyl T^ 119.75 -126.29 1.7594 0.62486 o3JI 
Table 4.12: Comparisons of different separations patch array (with via and hm = 
4.3mm)diversity in measurements 
Separation Antenna % of signals Fading Max. fading Max. fading Average fading Std. Deviation of 
(d) inX„ Type < threshold rate(/ms) depth (dBm) duration (s) duration (s) fade duration (s) 
0.277 Diversity 2 M 67.224 -118.2431 0.9035 0.37745 0.23851 
0.334 Diversity 084 31.513 -118.06 0.52308 0.26229 o l l 4 4 
0.477 Diversity ^ 23.109 -118.3727 0.42797 o 7 T ^ 0.29429 
0.715 Diversity 049 18.908 -112.6635 0.47552 0^589 0.16319 
Single patch onlyl T ^ 119.75 -126.29 U ^ 0.62486 0 ^ 
Table 4.13: Comparisons of different separations patch array (with via and hm= 6.9 mm) 
diversity in measurements 
Separation Antenna % of signals Fading Max. fading Max. fading Average fading Std. Deviation of 
(d) inXo Type < threshold rate (/ks) depth (dBm) duration (s) duration (s) fade duration (s) 
0.277 Diversity Ti 138.66 -122.9395 1.7119 05836 0.37168 
0.334 Diversity 0 ¾ 75.63 -121.4864 0.71329 o 3 ^ 0.19316 
0.477 Diversity 0 ^ 23.109 -116.7081 0.61818 0.33287 0.20398 
0.715 Diversity 063 29.412 -115.68 0.71329““ 0.29958 0^497 
Single patch onlyl T ^ 119.75 -126.29 1.7594 0.62486 OJSl 
Table 4.14: Comparisons of different separations patch array (with via and hm = 
14.95mm) diversity in measurements 
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Nevertheless, in the version d = 0.334 入。，some improvements are 
found when we use hm equals to 4.3 mm. We found that the minimum “Max. 
Fading duration" is equal to 0.57063(s), and that the "standard deviation fade 
duration" is equal to 0.20319(s). Also, the smallest value of the average fade 
duration is also found in this case. These values are smaller than the case of 
single patch. The above results show that for the case d = 0.334 入。，when the 
metal plate height is increased to 6.9 mm high, the performance will degrade 
with the fading rate and maximum fading duration attaining higher values. Li 
conclusion, 4.3 mm high metal plate serving as the isolation of two patches is 
the optimal choice for close space diversity antenna. 
4.5.2 Offset-positioned Configuration 
Judging by the analysis of the dual patch diversity system, the surface 
wave excited in the substrate can severely affect the performance of the 
diversity antenna system. This surface wave coupling can be partially stopped 
by the use of via holes and a vertical grounded metal plate at the middle of the 
two patches. These improvements were shown previously. Figure (4.15) 
shows yet another method where the two patches are vertically offset with a 
distance of L, which is the length of the patch used. The analysis of this 
antenna is carried out using the FD-TD method. Jn addition, three cases of the 
horizontal separation distance of the two patches, d, from 0.277 Xo, 0.334 Xo, 
and 0.477 人。are simulated. 
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Figure 4.15: The layout of offset positioned diversity antenna array 
Simulation Results 
Table (4.15) shows the received voltage (in dBv) ofANTl and ANT2 
(see figure 4.15). It shows the received voltages at ANT1 for all element 
separations are more than 10 dBv for all angles of 62. Moreover, their values 
are very close at different incident angle 02. This is a big improvement 
compared with previous simulation, in which the two patches are placed at the 
same level. However, the coupling effect between the two patches is 
unbalanced, and the received voltage of ANT2 is slightly less than expected. 
For example, for the incident angle 62 = 0。，the received voltage of ANT1 is 
greater than the received voltage ofANT2 for most cases. Table (4.16) shows 
the simulation results from the diversity array with via holes at its middle. 
However, this change does not give any further improvement for versions 
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0.334 and 0.477 Xo versions. Since the received voltages of both antennas are 
almost the same in all incident angles 02, we can conclude that the insertion of 
via holes does not offer a better reception performance for this case. 
Furthermore, it shows that the surface wave excited individually will not affect 
each other when the antennas are not co-aligned. 
氣 ~ ~ 0.277 0.334 0^477 
02/deg ANT1 ~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 1 ^ 
~~~0 12.90289 12.03496 12.93803 12.46072 13.45019 13.17635 
~~Ts 12.50807 11.80852 12.77202 11.91623 13.50934 1 2 . 1 3 1 2 “ 
~ ~ 3 0 11.98166 10.71755 12.45611 10.40932 13.22836 9.544196 
~ ^ 11.40866 8.976078 11.95755 8.26134 12.51314 6.067851~" 
~ 6 0 10.76859 7.163587 11.26251 6.40176 11.52257 4.450315 
~ ~ ^ 10.07717 6.076302 10.46248 5.859844 10.51598 5.541675 
Table 4.15: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array without via at the middle 
“ ^ ~ ~ 0.277 0.334 0.477 
92/deg ANT1 |"~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT2 ANT1 l N T 2 
~ 0 12.37764 11.35353 12.94696 12.41103 13.43735 13.16426 
~ T s 12.0523 11.01679 12.77386 11.87536 13.50209 ^IT^ 
~ " 3 0 11.5415 9.804987 12.45232 10.35927 13.22697 9.504769 
~ ^ 10.94011 7.975837 11.95375 8.187223 12.51604 6.009626 
~ 6 0 1 0.25677 6.176141 11.26174 6.299265 11.52845 4 . 4 1 4 3 8 1 “ 
~ ^ 9.524785 5.209666 10.46385 5.753898 10.51958 5 . 5 3 0 4 7 8 “ 
Table 4.16: Voltage received in dBv for diversity array with a column of via at the 
middle 
In the case of 0.277 人。element separation, the insertion of via holes 
actually degrades the performance of both antennas. There is a slight decrease 
in the voltage received by ANT1 and ANT2. Figure (4.16) shows the 
relationship between P2/P1 and incident angle 62 and the isotropic / no 
coupling case. The red curve (with via holes) on the graph is much lower than 
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the blue curve (without via holes). The received voltage of ANT2 in the via 
hole case is much lower than the case without via. 
Two offset patcheswith 0.58 xg Antenna Separation 
0 ^ h— 1 1 1 • 
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g 2 ^^ "^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ \^^  feotropic and 
i -3 ^C!^^]^x^^^ no coupling 
' ‘ _ ^ ^ 
- 5 ' eJ  
Figure 4.16: P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1) vs Gj for the offset antenna case “0.277 Xo antenna 
separation'' 
Figure (4.17) shows the standing wave excited in the substrate for both 
cases. In the case without via hole, we see the coupling effect is small except 
at the location of both comers (upper plot at the arrow). The comers are so 
close that a strong coupling effect occurs. The lower plot shows the changes 
which occurs if via holes are present; it indicates that strong reflection 
occurring along the vertical edges of both patches. The original surface wave 
will interact with the reflected surface wave, which is 180^ out of the phase. 
In this case, the simulation shows that the performance of an individual patch 
will worsen in these incident angles. 
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4.6 Three-Patch Diversity Array 
In this section, we would like to discuss a more efficient diversity 
antenna. We have carried out full-wave analysis of two-patch space diversity 
array in the previous sessions. Also, we have developed ways to optimize 
close space diversity array, i.e. the use of via holes and the insertion of metal 
plate of various heights. Now, we turn to a three-patch structure. The three-
patch diversity array offers more choices for the communication system. For a 
two antennas system, there is still a chance that both antennas are receiving 
destructive interfering signals. Under this circumstance, the received signals 
will be so weak that the communication link may be dropped if the fade 
duration is longer than the interleave time. The use of three antennas in the 
system is then desirable because the probability that all patches will 
experience weak incoming signals is much lower. 
In the three-patch system, the coupling effects will be more detrimental 
than the two-patch system, because the middle patch may experience two 
different surface waves, excited in the substrate by the left and right patches. 
In order to minimize the coupling effects and the sky wave interactions, the 
via-holes approach and the offset-positioned techniques are applied in the 
three-patch system. 
In the FD-TD simulation, two incident rays are also excited in the 
domain, the same as in pervious simulations. However, we set the initial 
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phase 92 of the second plane wave to constructively interfere with the first 
plane wave at the centre of the middle patch. We will also call this patch as 
ANT1. 
4.6.1 Co-aligned Configurations 
Figure (4.18) shows the layout of the simple three-patch diversity 
array. All three patches are printed on the FR-4 circuit board at the same 
level. The separation distance, d，between elements are 0.277, 0.334 and 
0.477 Xo. 
After the analysis of this simple approach, we add two columns of via-
holes between the elements. Then, we use the same settings used in FD-TD 
computations to analyze the coupling effect among the patches. 
0| 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1  
10 - d d -
^ ^M ». 
I：：： • • • 
: 甲 平 甲 
60 - ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 -1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I  
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 yAnm 
Figure 4.18: The layout of three co-aUgned patches 
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Control 
Since the coupling effect is more complicated in the three-patch 
system, a control patch (see figure 4.19) is simulated as a control. The 
locations of the via-holes along the dotted line，is varied as half of the element 
separation, d. The results obtained in this case are used to compare with a 
single patch without via hole. The performance of a single patch with via 
holes located at different places can also be used to compare with the case of 
three patches. 
Oj I I I j—I 1 1”： 1 1 1  
1 0 - j f — & 肌 ： 1 
20 - Via holes j | m m m n : , 30 - Ji|tt!l[!lflMHnB : -x/mm : i ^ m M i ^ ^ ^ : • iii|Hi|i|( m iStBBK ^ ^ * 
40 - ： ^ | 翮 9 1 1 ： -
••,,.• Z mmm g W3SBS3t 
60 - j A N T 1 j -
1 1 1 ： 1 1 L_J! __ l I I  
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 1 40 160 160 y/mm 
Figure 4.19: The layout of the control patch 
Simulation Results 
Table (4.17) shows the received voltage in dBv at the antenna terminal 
of the control patch, when via holes are attached at both sides. The received 
voltages decrease by more than 3dBv down for all angles 02 in the case of 
0.277 ^o. The performances of the cases 0.334 Xo and 0.477 人。are about the 
same as the patch without via hole (less than 0.5 dBv for all the 02). The 
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reflection of the surface wave will not affect the performance of the patch, 
when the patch separation is more than 0.334 Xo. However, it will disable the 
patch when the patch separation is 0 . 2 7 7 入。. 
dy^ O^OT o334 0]4^ N ^ 
e2/deg. ANT1 ANT1 Ar?n m^^ 
0 10.73033 14.14785 14.42542 14.46241 
?5 10.56302 13.9882 14.2813 14.19479 
30 1 0 . 0 5 9 2 4 ~ 13.48544 13.73432 13.665 
45 9.266135 12.65187 12.72093 12.90281 
~ ^ 8.294448 11.62502 11.46194 12.0512 
75 7.322135 10.62073 10.29021 11.17221 
Table 4.17: Control patch with via-hole at both vertical edges 
d/Xo 0^ 03M 0^ 
02/deg~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 
^ 0 7.3375~~11.3088~~7.2942~~11.0696 11.5957 11.0551 13.8770 12.0508 13.8914 
^ l 5 6.2710~~10.6219~~9.3439~~10.7543 11.0125 11.1377 12.8965 12.3476 12.8757 
~ " ^ 6.0680~~8.9432~~10.0478~~9.4279~~9.8831~~10.6656~~9Jm~~12.5581 10.0937 
^ 4 5 4.7918~~7.1492~~9.0583~~6.9292~~8.9104~~9.0262~~4?^~~11.8802~~5.9667 
~ ~ ^ 2.7699~~5.8756~~6.9589~~4.4230~~7.9465~~6.6435~~L4^~"10.4177~~4.2420 
• “ ^ 1.3019~~5.1461 ~ ~ 4 . 6 8 9 4 ~ ~ 3 . 3 8 8 4 ~ ~ 6 . 9 0 4 1 ~ ~ 4 3 ^ ~ ~ 1 ^ ~ ~ 8 J O T ~ ~ 6 . 0 1 0 2 
Table 4.18: Voltage received in dBv for three-patch diversity array without via-hoIes 
d/Xo 0.277 0.334 o i 4 ^ 
e2/deg~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 
~~~0 12.0223 11.6015 12.0260 11.9796 11.5347 11.9740 13.8818 12.0666 13.8966 
^ l 5 10.7958 11.0090 12.6677 11.4672 11.0554 11.9896 12.9031 12.3595 12.8731 
^ ^ 9.4008~~9.5844~~12.1775 10.0099 10.144^ 11.2434~~9.7487~~12.5594 10.0620 
~~45 7.7515~~8.0338~~10.6117~~7.5581~~9.2927~~9.4088~~4J^~~11.8775~~5.8981 
~ ~ ^ 6.1790~~6.8096~~8.5837~~5.2035~~8.3257 7.0568~~L4m~~10.4185~~4.2110 
~ 7 5 5.3275~~5.9349~~6.9730~~4.2794~~7.2185~~5.6127~~3.2840~~8?^~~6.0087 
Table 4.19: Voltage received in dBv for three-patch diversity array with via-holes 
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Table (4.18) shows the received voltages (dBv) at the terminals ANT1, 
ANT2 and ANT3 in correspondence with the array without via holes. For the 
0.477X,o version without via holes, the received voltage of the middle patch, 
ANT1, is around 2 dBv less than control patch. So, the coupling effect has 
degraded ANTL For ANT2 and ANT3, they received more power than ANT1 
for 02 equal to 0° and 15� . For these angles, the received voltage of ANT2 and 
ANT3 is higher than expected. This means the coupling effect will enhance 
the performance of ANT2 and ANT3. Compared with the results in table 
(4.19)，in which via holes are added on the array, the received voltages of all 
three patches are nearly the same as the case without via hole inserted on the 
array. Their differences are within 0.2 dBv in the case of same 02. 
For the 0.334 人。version with via holes, the received voltage of ANT1 
shows a slight increase when 02 is greater than 15°. On the average, it is about 
0.3 dBv higher than the case without via holes. Over 0.5 dBv enhancement 
for ANT2 and ANT3 can be achieved in all angles. The results show that the 
insertion of via holes between the patches isolates the surface wave to some 
extent. 
For the 0.277 Xo separation version where the via-holes are added, the 
case of 02= 0° shows more than 4.5 dBv improvement at terminals ANT2 and 
ANT3. In addition, an enhancement of 3 dBv can be achieved. Figures (4.20) 
and (4.21) show the near field standing wave in the substrate and that on the 
radiating patches, in the cases with and without via. For the case without via 
holes, the surface waves in the substrate are severely coupled; the coupling 
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effects degrade the performance of ANT1 and ANT2. When the via-holes are 
added between patches, the near field plots indicate good isolation of the 
surface wave can be achieved. 
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Figure 4.20: The standing near fields in the substrate and on the radiating patches (no 
via case and 02 = 0。） 
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4.6.2 Offset-Positioned Configurations 
In the two-patch system, some significant improvements were 
achieved by using an offset-positioned configuration, where the minimization 
of the coupling effects was demonstrated. Here, we try to implement this idea 
in the three-patch system. Figure (4.22) shows the layout of the three offset-
positioned patches diversity array. The offset distance is L，the length of the 
microstrip patch, and the separation distances between elements are 0.277 入。， 
0.334 Xo and 0.477 Xo. The same procedures in FD-TD simulations are also 
conducted with these configurations. Later on, via-holes are added on the 
arrays (same as co-aligned configurations), and then these antenna arrays were 
simulated by FD-TD method. 
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Simulation Results 
d/Xo 0.277 0.334 0.477 
62/deg~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 
0 11.6008~~12.0839 ~~11.6080~~12.4622~~12.2921~~12.4802~~13.4732~~13.4282~~13.4876 
~ ~ i s 11.3976~~12.0182~~11.2848~~12.3129~~12.2987~~11.7314~~12.6961~~13.4444~~12.3604 
~ ~ § 5 10.4872~~11.7688~~10.3525~~11.0974~~12.1492~~10.2268~~10.1263~~13.1903 9.7140 
~ ~ 4 5 8.8762 11.2271 8.7354 9.0045 11.5950~~8.1316 6.2618 12.3424~~~6.4767 
~ ~ ^ 5 7.0736 10.3962~~6.8962 6.7757 10.6464~~6.3089 2.7418 11.0529~~~5.2948 
~ ~ ~ ^ 5.8189 9.4330 5.7772 5.4168 9.5343 5.8880 2.6833 9 ! ^ 6.5244 
Table 4.20: Voltage received in dBv for three offset-positioned patches diversity array 
with no via-hoIe 
d/Xo 0.277 0.334 0.477 
e2/deg~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3~~ANT2 ANT1 ANT3 
0 11.4838~~9.3393 11.5062~~12.4479~~12.2172~~12.4675~~13.4574~~13.4068~~13.4720 
~ ~ I 5 11.0763~~9.2336 11.2647~~12,2206~~12.2215~~11.7829~~12.6747~~13.4237~~12.3452 
~ ~ 3 0 9.9959 8.8950 10.2799~~10.9274~~12.0667~~10.3119~~10.0930~~13.1725~~9.6849 
~ 4 5 8.3279 8.2682 8.6373 8.7650 11.5115 8.2199 6.2062 12.3290 6.4258 
~ ~ 6 0 6.5834 7.3780 6.8999 6.5021 10.5628~~6.3593 2.6538 11.0410~~"5.2526 
~~~75 5.4504 6.3889 5.8832 5.1881 9.4492 5.8820 2.6177 9.7108 6.5002 
Table 4.21: Voltage received in dBv for three offset-positioned patches diversity array 
with via-holes 
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In table (4.20), the received voltages of ANT1, ANT2 and ANT3 are 
almost the same in the case where 02 is equal to 0 � . The greatest difference 
between the three patches, 0.4 dBv, is found in the "0.277 V case. In this 
case, both incident rays propagate normal to the array. Therefore, the 
individual surface wave created will be the same, and ANT2 and ANT3 will 
experience a small degree of coupling since they are located at the same level. 
The interactions between ANT2 and ANT3 will be different from these 
between ANT1 and ANT2 or ANT1 and ANT3. The results show that their 
received voltages are almost the same. From this, we can conclude that the 
coupling effect is very small. 
Comparing the performance of the three co-aligned patches system and 
the three offset patches system, the latter system is better because the received 
voltage is higher. In addition, for 0.334 and 0.477 Xo, the ratio of 
(P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1)) and (P3(ANT3)/P1(ANT1)) show similar trends 
compared with that of the isotropic / no coupling antenna respectively (see 
figure (4.23) and figure (4.24)). 
In figure (4.23), the (P2/P1) curves for the cases with and without via 
holes almost overlap and so does the (P3yPl) curve. Li fact, all four curves 
overlap when 02 is less than 45°. Also, the (P3yPl) curve is higher than the 
(P2/P1) curve as shown in figure (4.24)，and the standing near field is excited 
in the substrate for 02 = 75° (see figure 4.25). The coupling effect enhances 
the reception capability of ANT3 in this range. 
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Figure 4.25: The standing near fields in the substrate (0.477 Xo： via case and 62 = 75®) 
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For the version of 0.334 Xo, we can see from figure (4.24) that the 
relationship between ANT1 and ANT2 can be regarded as isotropic uncoupled 
antenna in both cases (without via holes case and with via holes case). Since 
the results show that the (P2/P1) curves overlaps the reference curve (isotropic 
element/ no coupling). In this case, the received voltage of ANT3 is smaller 
than that ofANT2. Thus, the P3/P1 curve is shown below the P2/P1 curve. It 
seems that the coupling may degrade the performance of ANT3. Actually, the 
presence of via holes does not give any improvement. 
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Figure 4.26: P2(ANT2)/P1(ANT1) and P3(ANT3)/P1(ANT1) vs 02 for the case “0.277 K 
antenna separation" 
All three received voltages in the case with via holes are less than the 
case without via holes: about 0.4 dBv less for ANT2 and ANT3, and 
approximately 3 dBv less on the ANT1. Figure (4.26) illustrates the ratio for 
the case of three offset-positioned patches with 0.277 入。of antenna separation. 
On the graph, the curves "P2y^l for via and P3/P1 for via" overlap the 
isotropic /no coupling curve; this is because the received voltage from ANT1 
is greatly reduced. Hence, the ratio (P2(ANT2)/P 1 (ANT 1)) and 
(P3(ANT3)/? 1 (ANT 1)) will be higher (refer to the table 4.21). In conclusion, 
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the via hole is not suitable when the element separation is very close. For the 
no via hole version, the performance of ANT1 is comparable to the ANT1 of 
0.334 Xo version. Their difference is just around 0.3 dBv. In the figure (4.26), 
the curves of no via are so close to the reference curve. Therefore, we can 
conclude that the coupling among the patches is relatively small. 
4.7 Summary 
For the two-patch diversity antenna array, a separation distance of 
0.477 Xo is about the limit. After that, the coupling between the patches will 
severely affect diversity performance of the antenna array. The insertions of 
via holes and metal plate reduce the acceptable separation to 0.334 入。if the 
height of the metal separation plate is equal to 4.6 mm or 6.9 mm. For the 
offset patch configuration, the coupling effect is greatly reduced because the 
excited surface waves in the dielectric substrate are located at different level. 
The addition of via holes does not give any more improvement. In fact, it 
degrades the performance of the diversity antenna with a 0.277 人。separation 
distance. For the three-patch diversity antenna, the separation distance can be 
reduced to 0.344 入。with the offset configuration. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
This thesis reports the analysis and optimization of the space diversity 
antenna. The Pure Scattered-Field Formulation is used in the FD-TD method. 
Our goals are to reduce the element separation and to minimize the coupling 
effect among the diversity antenna elements. 
In the beginning, the verifications of FD-TD the total-field formulation 
and the pure scattered-field formulation were carried out. Three microstrip 
patch antennas were simulated using the total-field formulation in FD-TD 
method. The simulations are in satisfactory agreement with the 
measurements. For the pure scattered-field formulation in FD-TD, we 
simulated the receiving pattem of a rectangular patch antenna, using plane 
waves with various incident angles incident on the single patch antenna. The 
result shows good agreement (averaged deviation of 1.643 dBv in absolute 
received power) between simulation and measurement. 
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The analysis of various two-patch diversity antennas was then carried 
out using both FD-TD simulation and measurement. For the simple two-patch 
system, we find that the optimal separation between antenna elements should 
be 0.477 入。(wavelength in free space). With the insertion of via holes and 
metal plates of appropriate height in between the two patches, the separation 
reduced to 0.334 入。.With this separation distance, the reception quality can 
be maintained if the height of the metal separation plate is equal to 4.6 mm or 
6.9 mm. Both surface wave and the sky wave coupling can be reduced by 
either the presence of via holes or by placing a metal plate in the middle of the 
space diversity antenna array. During the analysis of the simple space 
diversity antenna system, we observed that the surface wave coupling affects 
the diversity performance a lot. Because of this, we found ways to reduce the 
interactions of the surface wave excited by the two patches. The offset 
positioned patches configuration was another way to overcome surface wave 
coupling. Simulations showed that the received power increased on both 
patches when we offset the patches. Increasing of the offset distance (L) can 
further decrease the coupling effect between the patches. However, this is not 
significant for large horizontal separation such as separation distance d less 
than 0.334 Xo- For these separations, the performances of the antennas have 
already plateaued. 
After that, we employed similar techniques on the three-patch diversity 
antenna array, which is more flexible in communication systems. We found 
that the element separation can be reduced to 0.334 入。in the offset-positioned 
configuration. The surface wave excited underneath the patch was 
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concentrated on different regions so that the coupling effect among the 
antenna elements was small, resulting in good diversity performance. If 
system size is severely limited, the 0.277 Xo version in conjunction with offset-
positioned configuration is an acceptable choice. 
In summary, using this modelling approach, we can design a diversity 
antenna in a real environment, where the antenna array experiences signal 
multipaths. The incoming plane waves are first determined by the technique 
of ray tracing and Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD). The relative phases 
and magnitude of the multipaths are then obtained. These multipaths 
parameters are then modelled by use of the pure scattered-field techniques in 
FD-TD. Hence, the whole process of interactions between incoming waves 
and antenna can be simulated. Using this approach, the performance of the 
diversity antenna, especially under the worst case scenario can be modeled by 
FD-TD full wave analysis. This is an excellent tool for the development of 
smart antenna system. 
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